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FERN HUNTING IN MADEIRA
G. BENL*
INTRODUCTION

Madeira, the famous subtropical trade-wind island, lies on about the same latitude
as Casablanca and the Bermudas. Covering 728 sq. km (57 km long, up to 22 km
wide) it is the largest of a group of islands which include also Porto Santo, Deserta
Grande, Chao and Bugio. Like the Canary Islands and the A<;ores the Madeiran
Archipelago is of volcanic origin, mainly basaltic lava and tuff. Large parts of the
main island consist of a system of mountains often rising directly from the shore,
but reaching 1861 m (Pico Ruivo) only in the rugged central chain dividing Madeira
into a northern and a southern part (see map opposite).
LOCALITIES IN EASTERN MADEIRA

To obtain a first impression of Madeira's wealth in ferns the visitor should take a
walk along the eastern levada of Ribeiro Frio, a convenient shady footpath beside
the narrow water-cour e, at abou t 900 m above sea.-level. It begins quite near the
first Teahouse (called "Trout Im1 ) on the high way from Funchal to Faial.
The almo t perpendicular rock-face (2-3 m in height) beyond the water channel
is curtained by thousands of the dominant Blec/mum spicant L. covering sizeable
areas along almost any levada, and Thelypteris pozoi (Lag.) C. V. Morton with its
leaf-segments hairy on both surfaces like Cyclosorus dentatus (Forsk.) Clung; but
the former is easily recognizable by its linear blackish sori. It will be found growing
in rather dry positions (below Prazeres, 500 m) as well as in shady laurel woods
(Ribeiro Bonito, 610 m). You will see the many luxuriant fronds (up to 40 cm in
length) of Asplenium monanthes L., which is so extremely rare, if not actually
extinct in the Canary Islands (La Palma). In Madeira, on the contrary, you can
scarcely walk along a levada without noticing this delicate spleenwort. Its pro
liferating buds are not restricted to the base of the rhachis but often arise from the
axil of the lowest pinna. The plants are reported (MANTON 1950: 195) to be apo
gamous triploids.
Where small water-courses run down the rocky slopes into the channel, one
can admire in the richer soil vigorous colonies of Polystichum setiferum (Forsk.)
Woynar (including the variation with sub-tripinnate fronds), Pteris serrulata
Forsk., Diplazium caudatun (Cav.) Jermy, Trichomanes speciosum Willd. along with
Dryopteris pseudomas (Woll.) Holub & Pouzar, D. aemula (Ait.) 0. Ktze., D.
aitoniana Pie. Ser. (syn. D. macaronesica Romariz) and the huge leaves of Wood
wardia radicans (L.) Sm., more than three metres in length. The latter, so-called
"Button Fern" ("Feto botao") is favoured by the Madeiran climate to such an
extent, that it is even spreading in peasants' gardens, mainly in the north of the
island.
If you follow the good walking surface of the levada (it will take about four
hours to reach Santo da Serra), the profusion of ferns will increase and the clear,
golden-green leaves of Thelypteris /imbosperma (All.) H.P.Fuchs begin to appear.
Near and at Pico do Suna (1130 m) the Mountain fern (called "Heather fern" in
Madeira) is abundant. Amongst other locations it inhabits the eastern "Levadas
de Portela" (650 m) and the "Parque das Queimadas" to the west (870 m). Further'
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more w e recorded this species in westerly regions of Madeira, for instance in the
district of Fanal ("Levada do Fanal" 860 m; "Alagoa" 1050 m) where in certain
places it again becomes very prominent. On no account should Thelypteris limbo
sperma be declared a rare plant of this island ("muito rara", ROMARIZ 1953: 96;
VASCONCELLOS 1968: 97).
Between "Boca do Furado" and "Casa de Agua dos Lamaceiros", at about
850 m, one may discover rich mats of Hymenophyllum tunbrigense (L.) Sm. clothing
mossy rock-faces and shady banks along the water-courses. This species is indeed
very common in laurel woods flourishing on old tree stumps or occasionally on
trunks; and it will be found in the vicinity of almost any levada from about 600 to
1200 m in altitude. Like in Tenerife the plant prefers comparatively cool conditions.
In about the same situations Trichomanes speciosum will occur. It is not at all
rare around the Queimadas, and is even frequent at 570 m and above in the
Ribeiro Bonito with its lush woodland species. Furthermore you can see it on the
northern slopes of Pico do Cedro (at 970 m), in the "Achadas" (750 m) north of
the Encumeada, and especially on the damp slopes south of Raba((al, where it
abounds near the levadas and even becomes epiphytic on the laurel trees.
After having returned to the starting-point ("Casa de CM de Ribeiro Frio")
the fern-hunter may follow the highway by car in a northerly direction. Particu
larly below Cruzinhas (at 340-320 m) he will notice plenty of Asplenium aethiopicum
(Burm.) Becherer sprouting from walls by the roadside. This species is locally
rather frequent in Madeira. We gathered fine specimens of it (up to 0.5 m in frond
length) at some vineyards along and near the north coast (Ribeira de Sao Jorge
120 m, Ponta Delgada lOO m), where the leaves stay green all the year.
Some metres above the Ribeiro Frio road-surface numerous specime:p.s of
Doodia caudata R.Br. (Blechnaceae) are growing among the small terraced maize
fields. Mentioned by Vasconcellos for the A((ores only, it had been collected by
Dr G. Schulze (Ludwigshafen) in different spots between Cruzinhas and Faial in
1968 and by A. HANSEN at Monte (1970: 1-2). We moreover recorded this Aus
tralian fern by the roadside near Santana and in such a remote place as the Ribeiro
Bonito (610 m, on wooded slopes). Naturalization may have taken place in early
times. The same may be supposed as concerns the South American Adiantum
raddianum C. Presl (syn. A . cuneatum Langsd. & Fisch.; cf. Alston in Exell, Suppl.
Cat. Vase. Pl. S. Tome, London 1956: 7), being widely distributed throughout the
island, now perfectly established and more abundant than A . capillus-veneris L.
("var. trifidum" Willd.) at times. A . hispidulum Sw. from the Old World tropics,
however, was noticed by us only along the Levada de Machico (270 m), where it is
growing in community with Asplenium aethiopicum, Blechnum spicant (including f.
furcatum), Cyclosorus dentatus, Dryopteris aitoniana and numerous specimens of
Doodia caudata. Adiantum hispidulum, a handsome hardy fern not uncommon in
cultivation, is sure to be a mere garden escape of more recent time, which again
Vasconcellos cites only for the A((ores.
Another impressive ferny district in the east of Madeira is the "Parque das
Queimadas", 880 metres above sea-level and situated about four kilometres inland
from Santana. Before you reach the choice locality, you pass a laurel wood
concealing a lot of Hymenophyllum tunbrigense forming here cushion-like masses
on tree stumps, along with plentiful Dryop teris maderensis Alston. It is true that
the latter, a diploid very similar to D. intermedia (Muhl.) Gray, is less frequent than
D. aitoniana, which can stand a certain amount of dryness in southern ravines
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(round Estreito da Calheta, e.g.). However, it is frequent in some places: for
instance in the Levadas de Portela, the llibeira de Sebastiao Vaz (580 m), the
Ribeiro Bonito (610 m) and the Levada da Sena ( =Levada dos Brasileiros) on the
westerly slope of the Ribeira da Janela (980 m).
Near the Queimadas resthouse you can diverge to the west and follow a
delightful path along the levada. Here too the shadowy steep banks along the
water-course form a very suitable abode for ferns and are enriched with practically
the same species as at llibeiro Frio. After a fifteen minutes' walk the track will
become ro ugher and then on the slopes below it, you may be fortunate enough to
discove r at the foot of an Erica arborea L. Elaphoglossum pa!eaceum (Hook. &
Grev.) Sledge. This tropical "Lingua cervina", usually known by its incorrect
name "E/ap!tog/ossum hirtum (Sw .) C.Ciu." (cf. PICHI SERMOLLl & SCHfiLPB 1968)
produces tongue - li ke simple fronds which eau be more than 40 cm in length. It
generally grows as an epiphyte on roots and branches of Law·us azorica (Seub.)
Franco or of an Erica. Along the Levada do Fanal ("Fanal de Vaz") we recorded
this species in little colonies at the feet of Clethra arborea Ajt. It may be found
along the levadas of the Ribeira da Janela at about 700-950 m in altitude. Prof. T.
Reichstein (pers. comm.) had noted Elaphoglossum on the northern slope ofPico do
Cedro (Encumeada) growing there not only epiphytically but on loose shady rocks.
In the same area near the Queimadas one might find what one might call on
morphological grounds Hymenophyllum wi!sonii Hooker. However, Dr J. D.
Lovis (Leeds University), whom I met in Funchal, told me that the Madeiran
"Hymenophyllum wilsonii" known hitherto from the Queimadas and the Boca da
Encumeada was not pure wilsonii but apparently a hybrid with H. tunbrigense. He,
therefore, stimulated me to look out for any "wilsonii" and to send him material
for further cytological investigations.
THE NORTH COAST

A trip to the northern coast of Madeira, especially between Sao Vicente and Seixal,
is indispensable to any fern-lover. Where the Ribeira de S. Vicente falls into the
sea, Asplenium marinum L. is plentiful at 1-5 m above tlte sea. Robust pla ttts may
here attain frond lengths of more than 30 cm-nUNBURY (1857: 12) had gathered
specimens from the same locality "as much as 2 feet high" !
When you enter the Ribeiro do Inferno, you will be pleased to find a recently
made footpath leading through a wilderness of ferns. Diplazium caudatum of
nearly man's height will soon be replaced by Pteris serrulata; whilst above a hundred
metres Dryopteris aitoniana, the "Honey fern" ( thus named because of its large,
sticky sori) is aJso present, and Cyclosorus dentatus occurs with its largest leaves
more than 1· 2 m long. A waterfall draped by some Woodwardias puts an end to
the easy access, but you may force your way by a rougher track on the west side
of the rocky ravine. Here one comes across the 3- to 4-pinnate Polystichum
webbianum (A.Br.) C.Chr., an endemic Madeiran fern. On the ridge of a steeply
rising mountain ("Montado dos Pecegueiros") forming the western flank of this
ravine there are really fascinating places, where Cu/cita macrocarpa C.Presl rises
to the enormous height of four metres. This location, at between 700 and 800 m,
seems to be the richest habitat of the " Feto �thrum" in the island, comprising
about 200 plants, dcher even than the respect i ve grounds in Tenerife (Anaga
mountains), where the "peluca" never develops s·uch mighty stocks I It is well
known that the long silky hair-like scales of its rhizome are used by native people
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to staunch bleeding. Fortunately the Joca.Jity occupied by the fern is private
property, and one cannot get access to it without the owner's personal permission.
We do hope that the region will eventually be established as a State Nature Reerve. Another station of this precious fern is said to be at "Tis Amarelos", east
slope of the S. Vicente valley. HOOKBR & llAKER's note (1874: 51) "so abunda:n.t
that the dense woolly covering of the d1izome has now become an article of
commerce", must have referred to the A yore only!
While wwn (1868: 243) had already called Cu/cita macrocarpa an excessively
rare and local plant" in our island (cf. BORNMUU..t:lR 1904: 396 "Auch aufMadeira
gelang es mir nicht, an den bekannten Standorten ein Exemplar aufzufinden"), the
same cannot be said of Polyslichum webbianum and Cyclo.sorus den tatus. The for
mer is not infrequent in suitable sites and grows near the Ribeira da Faja da Eira
(70 m) and in magnificent populations in the Ribeira Funda (400 m).
Cyclosorus dentatus, qualified by ROMARIZ (1953: 97) as especie rara" does
not only occur at the foot of SUJmy terrace-walls and rocky slopes in northern
regions (e.g. Ribeira de Sao Vicente, below 300 m· Santa about 400 m) but is also
native in the south (Ribeira de Machico 280 m; Ribeira de Santa Luzia 360 m:
Ribeira Brava up to 400 m), extending its range mainly west of Ribeira Brava:
Ribeira da Madalena 300 m; 'Lombada dos Marinheiros" 630 m(!). According to
our records this fem can still be considered fairly widespread throughout Madeiia,
as VAHL ( 1905: 265) had already recorded it.
About two kilometres west of Seixal several hundred steps lead fTom the
coastal line to the village ofRibeira Funda at approximately 200 m above sea-level.
Halfway up there is a remarkable occurrence of Adiantum renifonne L. var.
reniforme with UllU ually large leaf blades (up to 98 mm wide). The kidney fern is
not so frequent here as in some of the Canary Islands (La Palma); nevertheless it
may not be called a rare fern in Madeira. Quantitie of it are seen on the ea tern
slope of the Faja de ogueira, a side-valley branching off the Ribeiro Frio highway
before you enter Cruzinhas, on the eastern steep wall (at 80-100 m) of the Ribeira
do Inferno and the slopes (terraced with vineyards) all the way between Seixal and
Porto Moniz, the no.rth-westerly extremity of the i land. We moreover listed tllis
species in the Ribeira Brava (LOO m), above Ginjas (560 m), in the Ribeira Grande
or Ribeira de Sao Jorge (650 m.), in the Rlbeira de Machico (280 m) and Ribeira de
Santa Luzia (360 m). The var. pusillum Bolle was rarely to be een.
By a scanty water-course, at ISO m, we found splendid specimens of Asp
lenium hemionitis L. with larger frond size (to 30 x 15.5 cm) than noticed el ewhere
in the island. In Madeira this fern i slightly scarcer and more scattered than in the
Canaries (Anaga-mountains in Tenerife; Moute de Cedro in Gomera!). Here we
found the small-.leaved form (f. variegatum) and according to our experience you
may find the "Feto de tres bicos> with its varied frm1d shapes (cf. BENL 1969) now
and then in the valley of Ginja (470 m), in the RibeiJa de Sao Jorge (120 m), the
Ribeira de Sebasti:1io Vaz (580 m), and even in the south of the island, e.g. below
Praz.eres (540 m).
After leaving the village of R.ibeira Funda and fo\Jowi:ng the ribeira you will
see, on both sides of the ravine, many plants of Cyclosorus dentatus, Dryopteris
aitoniana and Athyriumfilix-femina (L.) Roth, relatively common everywhere in the
northem ribeiras, along with a lot of Polysticlwm webbianum. Above 400 m
Pteris serrulata will be present of wllich, sprouting from a rock cleft in the Ribeira
de Sebastiao Vaz, at 580 m, we had collected a form with long tapering leaf-
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segments like the one reported from La Palma (cf. BENL &svENTENIUS 1 97 1 : t.2).
Then you will enter an untouched jungle of Diplazium caudatum forming an amazing
ferny scene.
In spite of careful searching we were not lucky enough to meet the bipinnate
Polystichum drepanum (Sw.) C. Presl, although Reichstein, de Joncheere and Lovis
had found it the previous year (1969). Within the past century this second en
demic Shield fern, of which LOWE (1851: 523) had seen "abundant wild specimens",
seems to have become one of the rarest species, obviously having suffered at the
hands of over-zealous collectors.
THE WESTERN REGION OF MADEIRA

One of the principal centres of fern growth in western Madeira is Raba�al, a most
attractive landscape with picturesque gorges and waterfalls. The "Casas de
Raba9al" (1065 m) can be reached by a car ride starting from Canhas up to Paul da
Serra (Cova Grande, 1 4 1 4 m) or more directly from Calheta.
On the slopes behind the different levadas, particularly the "Levada das 25
Fontes" and the "Levada do Risco" there are unexpected extensive stands of
Polystichum falcinellum (Sw.) C. Presl, the third endemic Shield fern. In general
this species is sparingly distributed throughout the island, but near Raba9al it
flourishes in such profusion that it even predominates over the luxuriant Poly
stichum setiferum, the Soft Shield fern. It is not in the least surprising that the
hybrid between those two species appears here and we could recognize it by the
comparatively soft segments and its abortive spores. It appears to be not identical
with Polystichum maderense Johnson, the fronds of which are distinctly sub
bipinnatisect (cf. HANSEN 1 970: 1 5- 1 7 t.6). Dr. Lovis also found it and confirmed
it cytologically (pers. comm., 1 970). Polystichum falcinellum with its very rigid
pinnae was recorded by previous observers from the roadside between Pico do
Poiso and Pico do Arieiro, at about 1450 metres. We furthermore met with it in
the Ribeira do Alecrim (1400 m) near the road from Cova Grande to Raba9al, by
the Levada dos Mouros (1280 m, 1 350 m) below Bica da Cana, and in the upper
course of the Ribeira de Joao Gomes (850 m)-in a very dry and sunny spot there
(cf. BUNBURY 1 857: 7, 1 3).
Another interesting fern along the "Levada do Risco" (1040 m) and beside
the footpath to "Furado Novo" (980 m) is Asplenium anceps Lowe, here being
offered ideal conditions for its establishment. It is similar to the locally more
abundant A. monanthes, which also grows here, but can be distinguished from it by
having several sori per pinna instead of one.- A. anceps should be separated from
A. trichomanes L. subsp. quadrivalens D. E. Meyer emend. Lovis, because of its
distinctive morphology. In their habit the two taxa are to be distinguished by the
relation of length to width of pinnae, in anceps being more than twice as long as
wide, whereas in trichomanes they are of a roundish oblong shape. Besides, the
former is recognizable by the three-winged character of its rhachis, and the dark
green shiny upper surface of the pinnae. Considered by some as a variety of A .
trichomanes i t should regain its specific rank.
Asplenium trichomanes subsp. quadrivalens was collected by us from walls
bordering the highway up to Pico do Serrado (at 970 m) and winding down from
there to the remainder of an old volcano, Curral Grande (at 740 m); also between
Poiso and Pico do Arieiro. The sites of this spleenwort may become rather dry in
summer; A. anceps prefers moister substrata and seems to have less tolerance
towards dry conditions.
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Finally must b e mentioned, as a worth-while addition to our findings, a curious
form of Dryopteris pseudomas with extremely narrow leaf-segments partly bearing
unusually large sori.
After a night spent in the resthouse of Raba�,;al (belonging to the Junta Geral),
you can journey by car, on a rough road, to Fanal, a wide plateau with miles of
heather, bracken and magnificent old laurel trees decorated by Davallia canariensis
(L.) Sm. and Polypodium australe Fee. From that elevated plain one must turn to
the northwest in order to attain the Levada do Fanal, running near the east border
of the Ribeira da Janela, well-watered throughout the year and therefore an
excellent area for ferns. Here grows Elaphoglossum paleaceum (exposed to the
north), associated with The/ypteris limbosperma (850-1050 m) and T. pozoi, Poly
stichum setiferum, Dryopteris aitoniana and a lot of D. aemula. Also tufts upon
tufts of Hymenophyllum tunbrigense grow here. After having examined more than
a hundred spots in the past four weeks, we finally succeeded in finding (at "Alagoa",
1080 m) Hymenophylfum wi/sonii, exclusively covering the roots of a Laurus
azorica and, in close proximity, clothing the surface of a fiat rock, mixed with
Hymenophyllum tunbrigense. It was the highlight of an eventful day! We sent two
samples to Dr Lovis the same evening, and were happy to have confirmed that we
had discovered the true wilsonii in Madeira.
Our H. wilsonii is unlike the hybrid (see p. 167). Its colour is a brighter green,
the segments of its slender leaves are very distant and little divided (cf. TAYLOR
1960: 90). It is interesting to note that fig. 41 in Hyde, Wade & Harrison "Welsh
Ferns" does not match wi/sonii from Madeira, but the hybrid, which may possibly
be more widespread.
THE AREA AROUND FUNCHAL

Funchal, once famous for its many xerophytic ferns growing in the walls of houses,
churches and in other dry positions, has become very poor in this respect.
Cheilanthes catanensis (Cosent.) H.P.Fuchs has withdrawn to such inacces
sible points as some church towers; some dozens of specimens are yet to be seen
upon the tower of Sao Pedro opposite to the Museu Municipal.
Lowe's "Cheilanthes maderensis" [at present Cheilanthes fragrans (L.f.) Sw.
subsp. maderensis (Lowe) Ben!] has become extremely rare. After a long search we
discovered it in a few spots of the Rua Sao Roque (210 m) and in a village wall at
Trapiche (460 m) north of Pico dos Barcelos.
Cheilanthes marantae (L.) Domin subsp. subcordata (Cav.) Benl & Poelt,
once known from some ravines north of Funchal, is not a rare fern in Madeira,
although far less frequent than in the Canary Islands. Beyond quoted records
above Madalena do Mar (copiously!) and in the Ribeira Brava (with leaf lengths of
40 cm and more) we noticed the species (always in its variety cupripaleacea Ben!,
Nova Hedwigia 12: 137, 1966) within the northern coastal district between Faial
and Santana. It was growing there in crevices of rock-faces above the road (420430 m) with fairly opened fronds because of the cooler and moister situation. On
the embankments on the opposite side of this highway there is more of this taxon,
often in company with Ceterach aureum (Cav.) Buch var. aureum. The latter, not
recognized as a distinct species in Madeira by Vasconcellos (cf. BENL & KUNKEL
1967), was reported by ROMARIZ (1953: 108) in the mountainous countryside north
of the capital city ("Especie rara nos andares inferiores . . . Arredores do Funchal,
acima da vila"). It is not infrequent in some ribeiras running to the south coast
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(extending there up to the west slope of the Ribeira de Santa Luzia e.g. at 500-600 m,
and the Ribeira Brava 520 and 630 m), and in roadside walls and gardens in sunny
positions (Estreito de Camara de Lobos 320 m; Trapiche 460 m, 490 m; towards
Pico do Serrado, at Ponte Vermelha 970 m, and above 1000 m).
At Trapiche (490 m) plants were found which may be considered an inter
mediate form between var. aureum and var. parvifolium Benl & Kunkel (1967: 262).
Pteris vittata L. is still found thriving in walls (mainly of coastal fortresses)
within Funchal and in its surroundings. A lovely site of this fern is near Pico da
Cruz, where it was present in abundance on a wall of tufa.
As a remarkable fact it may be reported that Asplenium billotii F. W. Schultz
often prefers surprisingly dry situations in northern suburbs of the capital and
outlying parishes as well as farther to the west in the mountains. Very variable in
foliage, but distinct in its oblong pinnules coarsely dentate with acute teeth, this
species likes to settle there in old walls of cultivated terraces, of gardens and road
sides, always rather sunny yet mostly exposed to the west. We found it especially
in Sao Rogue do Funchal, Alegria, Corujeira above Funchal; furthermore at
Trapiche and the road towards Pico do Serrado and down from there to Curral das
Freiras. From those places we gathered specimens with unusually large leaves
(37 X 9 cm) reminding one in their habit partly of the hybrid with A. onopteris L.
(=Asplenium X joncheerei D. E. Meyer); but the spores were all perfect. Of course
A . billotii also extends farther to the west: we found it by the roadside and among
other ferns at 1160 m altitude up to Cova Grande.
CLUBMOSSES AND HORSETAILS

When you drive by car from Ribeira Brava to Sao Vicente, you will cross over the
main range stretching across the island by a pass called Boca da Encumeada or
simply Encumeada (1007 m; see map). Following the levada to the west for about
fifteen minutes, you will notice a smaller water-course running out of a low tunnel.
It takes you another quarter of an hour going through this tunnel (with the help of a
good torch) to come out on the north side of Pico do Cedro, a place which no pteri
dologist should neglect to visit. Along the narrow canal to the northwest are
growing profusely all those beautiful "levada ferns" mentioned above, but in
addition you may find in rocky, moderately shady places some specimens of
Huperzia selago (L.) Bernh. ex Schrank & Mart. in both its atlantic subspecies.
At first glimpse these two really distinct taxa are not easy to distinguish, but with a
simple pocket-lens you will observe that in one form (subsp. se/ago) the leaves are
smooth, whilst in the other they bear up to 50 fine, spiny teeth on their margins.
The latter form is now correctly determined as subsp. dentata (Herter) Valentine.
Other places where we found the locally scattered subsp. se/ago, were the
eastern Encumeada area and a woody slope ("Alagoa") north-west of Fanal (at
1080 m). The spiny-toothed subsp. dentata was seen again, together with subsp.
se/ago, at 950 m along the magnificent Levada da Serra ( = Levada dos Brasileiros)
running up the western edge of the Ribeira da Janela and well accessible from Pico
da Quebrada (1059 m) above Achadas da Cruz. Further places visited were
situated in the rocky Ribeira de Tristao (about 700 m), in the Ribeira de Sebastiao
Vaz (600 m, in a laurel wood) and on an eastern slope of the Ribeiro Bonito (550 m),
where this impressive clubmoss attains a maximum height of 41 cm!-Both
subspecies are confined to mountainous districts.
We cannot confirm that in Madeira the dentate form of the Fir Clubmoss is
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rarer o r more common than the type forth, but in the Acores subsp. dentata is
dominant (ROMARIZ 1 953 : 71).
As to the nomenclature of this taxon there was some confusion in the latest
combinations (cf. PALHINHA & PINTO DA SILVA 1 966 : 1). ROMARIZ (1 953 : 71) had
named it "Lycopodium se/ago L. ssp. suberectum (Lowe) Romariz", supposing
LOWE's description of "Lycopodium suberectum" (18 51 : 9) to refer to the spiny
leaved form. However, Lowe's holotype (BM) does not bear leaves with spiny
margins ; thus "L. suberectum Lowe of Madeira and Azores is [only] a luxuriant
variety with suberect stems" (BAKER 1 887: 9) due to atlantic moisture and sub
tropical sunshine. HHRTER (1 909: 3 1 , 41 -42) differentiated between "L. sub
ereclum Lowe" in Madeira and "L. dentatum Hert. n. sp." native to the Acores,
not knowing that the latter plant ("margine ea. 50 dentibus longis ornata") occurred
in Madeira too. It was only by VASCONCELLOS & FRANCO (1 967 : 23) that the spiny
leaved plant in Madeira and Herter's "L. den tatum" in the Acores were ascertained
to be the same taxon. "Consequently" the authors now called it' Huperzia se/ago
subsp. suberecta (Lowe) Franco & Vase.", without taking into consideration that
Lowe's holotype from Madeira was not identical with Herter's "L. dentatum".
(Lowe himself did not say one word about spiny leaves in his description of
"suberectum" !)
Thus for our Madeiran plant only VALENTINE's combination (1 964 : 44) for
the Acorian clubmoss is valid, i.e. "Huperzia se/ago (L.) Bernh. ex Schrank &
Mart. subsp. dentata (Herter) Valentine".
All the H. se/ago examined by me in Madeira (i.e. 25 specimens) either had
leaves toothed throughout, or bore leaves without spiny margins at all. Inter
mediate forms did not occur in any stage of growth whatever: According to my
experience the two taxa are di tinctly separated-in Madeira (cf. WARD L970: 119).
The "extremely rare Lycopodium complanatum L.' (LOWE 1 868: Yll)-now
known as Diphasium madeirense (Wilce) Rothm. and wel l distin,gui hable from
Diphasium complanatum (L.) Rothm. by its flattened lateral leaves which stand out
from the stem-seems to be confined to a single habitat: "Frequentemente citado
da Encumeada de S. Vicente (cerea de 1 000 m), onde se encontra nas fendas das
rochas nos locais sombrios." ROMARIZ ( 1 953 : 70) and TAVARES (1 965 : 103) had
apparently not seen this clubmoss, but Major C. H. C. Pickering, to whom I owe
so much valuable information, told us of a site, where we found about a hundred
plant , some of them with thejr pedunculate strobili, under the shade of Erica
bushes. - The species is reported also from the Acore .
One of the most attractive points in Eastern Madeira is Portela between Santo
da Serra and Porto da Cruz, which commands a spectacular view of the seaside. If
you begin walking from here along the western levada you will soon notice the
earth walls beyond the canal thickly clad with the locally very abundant Hard
fern - at times bearing broad and crenate segments - and enormous masses of
Selaginel/a kraussiana (Kunze) A.Br. This plant, extremely rare in the Western
Province of the Canary Islands (cf. BENL & SVENTENIUS 1971), is so widely distri
buted in the misty zone of Madeira, that it is often more dominant than Selaginella
denticulata (L.) Link and may well be considered indigenous. Both species, often
mixed together, can be found in many ribeiras, along most of the levadas, and also
on the border of highways.
Two species of horsetails are known to occur in Madeira. Equisetum tel
mateia Ehrh. will be met everywhere in the northern regions. Following the
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coastal road from Faial to Sao Vicente you may see it in areas near the mouth of
the ribeiras up to 250 metres, in the beds of other streamlets, and in open pastures
which are flooded by little springs in summer. Sometimes it will colonise higher
elevations: above Cruzinhas (430 m) at the foot of an irrigated rockside, in the
Faja de Nogeira (450 m) etc. But we never found a horsetail growing along a
levada. It is not so far recorded for Canaries.
The second was only discovered in 1 969 by HANSEN (1969 : 7), the rare Equisetum
ramosissimum Desf., which is, however, frequent in Gomera.
CONCLUSION

As regards fern flora and fern vegetation the difference between Madeira and the
Canary Islands i s evident. What are the reasons for it?
First, the weather is more rainy (precipitation 2000-3000 mm a year in the
north) and generally wetter in Madeira ("une humidite extreme", TARDIEU-BLOT
1 946: 325). The mist, occasionally hanging down to the coast even in summer
and the drizzling clouds in the mountainous interior are an ample compensation for
the sunny climate. Xerophytic ferns, therefore, are poorly developed by comparison
with their abundance in Canarias, whereas woodland ferns and other species
demanding more or less humid conditions vegetate all the year and ripen their
spores in summer. Except for Elaphoglossum paleaceum, the sporophylls of which
were just beginning to unfold in August, we obsetved soriferous fronds of all taxa
cited above.
Beside the climate, Madeira's topography distinctly favours fern vegetation,
the interior as a whole being very mountainous. Thus the laurel woods are well
protected against destruction by man as a consequence of their natural situation.
Finally the governmental measures and directions for Protection of Nature in
Madeira are by far better respected than in the Canaries. (cf. Narciso L. Branco :
A Reserva Natural do "Calderao Verde". Lisboa 1 968.- F. M. Flores, in Revta.
Agronom. 27/1 : 1 -126. Lisboa 1 939.)
Visitors too are urgently asked to be careful of the fern vegetation and to
preserve the rarer pteridophytes. They ought not to miss a visit to the Preservation
Centre of Natural Beauty at Ribeiro Frio (Prote<;ao da natureza, Parque Florestal),
where there is a special collection of most of the indigenous ferns. A visit to Mrs
Blandy's marvellous "Quinta do Palheiro" including a superb fernery is recom
mended.
Our total taxa list was 54. Besides those species mentioned in the text Pteri
dium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn, Asplenium onopteris L., Cystopteris diaphana (Bory)
Blasdell, C. diaphana X fragi/is complex and Anogramma leptophylla (L.) Link were
seen. Of course one cannot expect to find an Ophioglossum in summer. Asplenium
septentrionale (L.) Hoffm. i s extremely rare and is known to grow in only one
spot inaccessible to such a degree, that Manuel de N6brega, who discovered
it in 1951 (ROMARIZ 1 953: 1 03- 104), did not succeed in reaching it, in company with
J. D. Lovis, 28.7. 1969. Asplenium scolopendrium L. ( Phyllitis sco/opendrium
(L.)Newm.) occurs somewhere along the Levada dos Mouros ; we did not see it,
but Mr Pickering knows the hidden place.
The specimens collected by us are housed in the Botanische Staatssammlung
Mtinchen. Duplicates of some species were donated to BM, LJU, Mus.Mun.
Funchal, Hb.Poelt and Hb.Reichstein.
=
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A COLLECTION OF FERNS FROM ESPIRITU SANTO,
NEW HEBRIDES
T. C. CHAMBERS*
A. C. JERMY** and J. A. CRABBE**
INTRODUCTION

The present collection of Pteridophyta was made by one of us (TCC) in August
September 1 963, while accompanying Dr R. G. Robbins, who at that time was a
Research Fellow at the School of Pacific Studies at the Australian National
University and was investigating the structure of the forest communities in this
area. The specimens have been identified by ACJ and JAC and this list published
in view of the forthcoming Royal Society of London expedition to the New
Hebrides.
Collecting, in the northern islands of the New Hebrides, has been very
spasmodic and a great many species remain to be recorded. In contrast the
southern islands were more thoroughly collected in the 19th century by John
MacGillivray, Captain Milne (of HMS Herald), W. R. Guilfoyle (Challenger
Expedition) and others, and their scattered specimens are to be found in the
major herbaria. Very little material and hardly any fern records are available
from the northern islands of the group. In the 1 930s they were visited by Kajewski
from the Arnold Arboretum and the Oxford Expedition (J. R. Baker and I. Baker).
The Oxford Expedition lists give good representation to the angiosperm pantropic
strand flora and also to some aspects of the flora of the high ridges (BAKER
1 936). For further bibliography see SACHET & FOSBERG 1 955, p. 487.
TOPOGRAPHY

The island of Espiritu Santo is made up of two very distinct geological regions
which are reflected in the composition and ecological structure of the vegetation.
The eastern half of the island is a raised limestone plateau which has a gentle
aspect to the north and east. The western half of the island is a rugged faulted
mountain chain with signs of very recent fault scarps (not yet colonized by vegeta
tion), suggesting that this is still an area of uplift. The rocks are predominantly
submarine volcanic in origin, especially in the west. The sedimentary derivative
volcanics to the east merge with the tilted and uplifted limestone plateau. At the
head of the Navaka River there is evidence of a dioritic intrusion. The age of
volcanics and the limestone is estimated to be Oligocene to lower Miocene.
The whole island of Espiritu Santo is clothed in dense vegetation. The coastal
fringe supports the characteristic pan-tropical strand vegetation. From the air
the south-eastern forest cover appears reasonably homogenous. The western
region supports a mosaic of forest types partly associated with the distinctive
topographical conditions.
The soils in the south-east of the limestone plateau vary from almost skeletal
on flat areas, to deeper soils in the broad sunken pot-holes. The stature of the
vegetation follows this pattern with shrubs covered with vines predominating on
*Botany School, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria 3052, Australia.
HBotany Department, British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell Road, London.
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the flat areas and tall vine covered forests with a few emergent trees growing from
the sink-holes. The impression of the covering on the limestone plateau from a
low flying aircraft is of a secondary forest clothed, apart from a few emergent trees,
with a den e an-ay of vine and giving the impression of an undulant mass of vegeta
tion. Wllile, undoubtedly, large areas are of secondary nat1u·e, it seems po sible
that much of th.is vegetation is a matw-e expression of the rain forest on this lime
stone topography. The main collecting areas on the eastern half of the i land were
in the immed.iate vicinity of Luganville and on stream ban ks at the Ca cade four
or five miles inland from Luganville, and also in the remnant forests and the coastal
forests of Tangoa Island off the south coast.
Most f the soils of the western half of the island are formed on deeply
weathered rock and probably are a diverse as the mosaic of vegetation which
clothe them. Vegetation follow a d.istiuct altitudinal zonation ranging from
alluvial butlres ed tropical forest on the valley floors to thickets of bamboo and
huge emergent species of Ficus on the steep slopes and lower ridge ; a11d on ridge
knolls (457-762 m) large emergent Agatllis are present, although not in great
numbers. The high ridges, including Pie Santo ( I 697 m) are densely covered with
moss encrusted tree . The forest i. dominated by Metrosideros col/ina and
Melastoma spp., the more open ridges are often clothed with fern and club mosses
includiJlg thickets of Gleicheuia, Sticherus and Lycopodium spp. Considerable
patche on the high ridges between Mt. Tabwema ana and the village of Wusi
on the west coa t have, following repeated disturbances of the habitat probably by
firing and shifting agriculture become partly dominated by anthropomorphic
grasslands simiJar to those in ew Guinea. The col lections on the western half
were made in the Navaka R iver valley and the we tern wall of the upper reaches
of this valley and the ridges and high ridges in the vicinity of Pie Santo.
SPECIES COLLECTED BY T. C. CHAMBERS IN 1963
These main localities are referred to in the following list by an initial number only ;
collector's number (in italics) follows the ecological notes.
1 Cascades, 7 km W of Luganville
2 near Luganville
3 old army camp site, Luganville
4 Navaka River valley, up to 750 m
5 track from Navaka River to Pie Santo, 900-1 500 m
6 Tangoa Island, off south coast

Lycopodiella cernua (L.) Pie. Ser.

5, associated with Lycopodium volubile Forst., on open ridge, 2732.
(Blume) Jermy comb. 11ov. (Lycopodium nummulariifolium
Blume, Enum. PI. Jav. 2 : 263 ; 1 828)
4, at 750 m, a rain-forest epiphyte, 2679. Our specimen is a large-leaved form
and sterile. Predominantly a malesian species, but Baker (Handbook Fern Allies :
20 ; 1 8 87) records it for Erromanga. Specimens from New Ireland and Bewani
Mountains of Sepik District, New Guinea are similar to the New Hebridean
material.
H. nutans (Brack.) Rothm.
5, epiphyte in forest dominated by Metrosideros and Melastoma, 2724.

Huperzia nummulariifolia
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(L.) Rothm.
4, epiphyt ic on ridge, 2680. A variable pecies throughout its range and several
pacific island speci men have been given varietal rank. Our specimen agrees with
south pacific material more so than malesian.
H. serrata (Thunb.) Rothm.
5, above 1200 m in Metrosideros-Melastoma forest, 2730. Possibly at its
southernmost limit.
H. ph/egmaria

Selaginella firmuloides Warb.
4, on western slopes at c. 300-600 m, covering large areas of open forest floor,
fronds irridescent, s.n. Hitherto endemic to New Caledonia.
S. distans Warb.
5, 2735. The species was described from Fiji and Erromanga. The specimens
are transitional to the closely related S. firmuloides of New Caledonia.
S. durvillaei (Bory) A. Br. ex Kuhn
1 , in sink holes in liane forest in shallow soil, 2655. Originally described from
New Ireland and treated as a variety of S. caudata (Desv.) Spring. We can see no
difference between our species and S. victoriae Moore ex Bull from the SW Pacific.
Ophioglossum pendulum L.
6, epiphytic on various species including coconut palms, s.n.
Equisetum debile Roxb.
4, at 30 m on flooded river margins in open valley, 2721. Nearing its southern
most extent here.
Marattia smithii Mett.
5, at 1 500 m on sheltered headwaters of gullies in open forest, fronds up to
5 m tall, 2742. An extension westwards from Fiji.
Leptopteris wi/kesiana (Brack.) Christ
5, near Namous village at c 1200 m in open broadleaf ' rain-forest', often
forming a slender trunk 1 0 cm diam. up to 2 m high, 2727. From New Caledonia
to Samoa.
Gleichenia hirta Bl. var. candida (Rosenst.) Holtt.
5, on exposed ridge at 1200 m, 2731 .
Dicranopteris linearis (Burm. f.) Underw.
5, with Dipteris on open ridges, 2713.
Schizaea dichotoma (L.) Smith
4, in lowland forest on alluvial terrace, 2672b.
Lygodium reticulatum Schkuhr
2, vine forest ; Santo melanesian natives call it ' Arsersa ' and use it extensively
for binding outriggers, house thatching, bedding, etc., 2649.
Mecodium imbricatum (Blume) Copel.
5, 1 1 50-1 200 m, s.n.
M. junghuhnii (v.d. Bosch) Copel
5, 2717. The specimens collected are distinct in their broad fronds, wide
indusia, and stipe and rhachis with an undulated wing. They are very similar
morphologically to M. imbricatum and grow mixed with it on Erromanga,
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Although not recorded further east than the Philippines,
have a similar distribution to M. imbricatum.

M. junghuhnii

may well

(Sw.) Copel
4, at 750 m, 2693b.

M. polyanthos

Reediella humilis (Forst.)
humilis (Forst.) Copel.)

Pie. Ser.

(Trichomanes humile

Forst. ;

Crepidopteris

1 , epiphytic in liane forest, 2659. 2, epiphytic on trunks of trees in vine
forest, s.n. 4, c 600 m, 2722a. All gatherings of this species have wider frond
segments than the type (G. Forster s.n. BM) and often have two or more indusia
on each pinna, rather than the more typical condition of a single indusium
acroscopically at the base of each pinna.
(Presl) Copel.
5, between first and second villages at c 1 125 m, a ground fern in forests
subject to frequent mists, 2709. Distributed from Formosa, Philippines (and
Borneo ?), Solomon Islands to Aneityum and Fiji.
Callistopteris apiifolia

Macroglena meifolia

5, at c 1 500 m,

(Bory) Copel.
2726.

(Kunze) v.d. Bosch
1, on the ground in liane forest on limestone, 2663. We can see no difference
between this species and the New Guinea C. densinervium Copel.
Cephalomanes boryanum

(Cunn.) Copel .
5, between first and second villages in ridge forest, 2702. An austral species ;
this specimen is intermediate between the Queensland and New Zealand forms.

Selenodesmium elongatum

Reinw.
5, dominant in patches on open ridges,

Dipteris conjugata

2712.

(Brack.) J. Sm.
1, in more open sites, the natives call it ' wilca ' and use it for thatching houses,

Histiopteris sinuata
2665.

Lindsaea harveyi Carr. ex
4, s.n. ; on ground in

Seemann
flat alluvial lowland forest,

2672.

Hook.
5, ridge forest at 1200 m, 2728. An extension into the SW Pacific of a species
hitherto known from the Marquesas to Fiji (KRAMER 1970).

L. propinqua

L. pulchra (Brack.)
5, 2719.

Carruth. ex Seemann

Blume
3, on coral limestone, fronds up to 3 m,

Pteris moluccana

2667.

aff. pacifica Hieron.
6, ground fern in open coastal vegetation, s.n. This has a red-brown stipe
but paler than that of material from other pacific islands ; likewise it has fewer
setaceous hairs on the costae. Another species with which this should be compared
is P. vaupelii Hieron. of Samoa and of which we have not seen authentic material.
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P.

L.
3, on limestone, fronds up to 2 m,

vittata

L.
2, salt-water swamps on coast,

2668.

Acrostichum aureum

Antrophyum plantagineum
5, s.n.
Vittaria cf. rigida
5, s.n.

s.n.

(Cav.) Kaulf.

Kaulf.

Vaginularia subfalcata (H ook.) C. Chr.
4, 2722b. Our material is not so coriaceous a H ooker' type and ha the
sorus in the distal third of the frond only. H ooker' illustration in Spec. Fil. 5
(ta b. 89 fig. I ) is typical but figure 2, with a long soru more than half the length

of the frond, is not.
Ce . (Cyclosorus beccarianu.s (Ces.) Copel.)
5, in forests subject to constant mi t and rain 2710 · o n ridge, 2759. Shortly
to be tran ferred to Pronephrium Pre I by Dr R. . HoJttum (pers. comm.,
Blumea, in press).
Asplenium fa/catum Lam.
5, on ridge irt Metrosideros forest, epiphytic, 2729.
A. n idus L.
Meniscium beccarianum

4, s.n.

Cope!.
stream bank in low l ight urtder dense vine fore t on up l ifted coral
l imestone, 2654. Copeland de cribed thi pecies from Rarotonga (Cook Is. ) · it
i possibly related to A. cuneatum Lam. Our specimen is distinct in having a ingle
onts on the- acro copic margin of the pinna otherwise it compare clo ely.
A. parksii
1 on

A . shuttleworthianum Kunze
4, epiphytic in lower montane

forest,

2676.

Lam.
on limestone-derived soils, under very low light conditions on dark stream
banks in liane forest, 2653.
A. unilaterale
I,

Diplazium

oblongifolium

(Hook.) Jerrny comb. uov. (Asplenium altemifolium

(Blume) Hook. va r . oblongifolium Hook., Sp. Fil. 3 : 240 ; 1 860)
1 , on banks of upl i fted coral in l iane forest 266 1 · 5 2704. Hooker s type
specimen is from Aneityum. This i similar to D. fraxinifolium Presl, but the
pinnae are s ub-cordate at the base and are of a more leathery texture ; as i n D.
co rdio
f lium Blume the veins rarely join.
It appear to be close to and po sibly
a cont inuation of D. elegans (J. Sm.) Hook. which ranges fro m Formosa to the
Philippines.
Lunathyrium japonicum (Thunb.) Kurata agg.
5, a very common fern of open montane forest, 2738. Not typical of the
species as seen in E As ia but ha all the characters of Lunathyrium, namely creeping
rhizome, .lamina hail's verruco-spiny spore extending the genus into the SW
Pacific. Undoubtedly the taxon referred to by KUI-IN ( 1 869 p. 575) as Asplenium
petersenii Kunze.
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Arcypteris irregularis (Presl) Ching
1 , on coral limestone in forest, sterile, 2660.
Tectaria crenata Cav.
1 , on banks of limestone in dense forest, 2664.
Bolbitis /onchophora (Kunze) C. Chr.
1 , ground fern in liane forest, s.n.
Elaphoglossum angulatum (Blume) Moore (det. R. E. Holttum)
5, epiphytic in Metrosideros-Melastoma ridge forest at 1 350 m, 2738b. Not
hitherto known further south than New Guinea.
Blechnum capense s.l.
5, in open ridge forest up to 1200 m, 2675 ; Namus village, 2705 ; between
Namaus village and Pie Santo, 2725. A complex under revision by one of us
(TCC).
gibbum (Labill.) Mett.
4, in open ridge forest at 750 m, 2674. A species restricted so far to New
Caledonia and the New Hebrides.

B.

norfolkianum (Hew.) C. Chr.
5, south slopes on seepage bank above stream in deep ravine, 2698, 2700, 2711,
2740, 2740a, 2743a-d. A New Zealand element reaching Samoa.
B.

B. orientate L.
1, in dense liane forest, blade 2-3 m long, 2648.
B. patersonii (R. Br.) Mett.
5, at 1050-1 200 m, 2706, 2707, 2708.
B.

vulcanicum (Blume) Kuhn
5, in open ridge forest at 750 m, 2673, 2691.

Humata aemula (Mett.) Carr. ex Seemann
Peponssa River valley, Cumberland Peninsula, 1 140 m, on moss-covered log
in rain-forest, Robinson s.n.
H. pusilla (Mett.) Carr. ex Seemann
5, on south slopes at 750 m, epiphyte associated with orchid cushions, 2684.
New Caledonia, New Hebrides to Shortland Is., British Solomon Is. Protectorate.
0/eandra whitmeei Baker
5, climbing on larger trees, 2734. An extension westward of a Samoan species.
Oleandra neriiformis Cav.
5, 2695.
Nephrolepis biserrata (Sw.) Schott
1 , liane forest on coral limestone, 2652.
Microsorium irioides (Poir.) Fee
4, s.n.
Selliguea feeoides Cope!.
5, epiphytic, 2720.
Drynaria rigidula (Sw.) Bedd.
6, epiphytic on many species, fronds pendulous,

s.n.
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Calymmodon cucullatus (Nees
5, 2718.

&

Blume) Presl

Ctenopteris contigua (Forst.) Holtt.
4, in lowland alluvial fore-st, but common as epiphyte or lithophyte from sea
level to Pie Santo, 2000 m, 2678 ; 5, in moss cushions, 2696. Peponssa River
valley Cumberland Penin ula, 1 1 40 m on moss-covered Log in rain-forest,
Robinson s.n.
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FURTHER CYTOLOGICAL AND TAXONOMIC
OBSERVATIONS ON SOME MEMBERS OF THE
CYCLOSOR US PARASITICUS COMPLEX
J. GHATAK* and I. MANTON*
WITH A NOTE ON THE NOMENCLATURE OF THE TAXA INVOLVED

BY R. E. HOLTTUM**
ABSTRACT
Evidence is presented from synthesized hybrids indicating that diploids with erect
rhizomes in four different geographical areas known under three different names are
i n fact no more than geographical variants of one species, the correct name for
which appears to be C. quadrangularis (Fee) Tard.

Similar evidence indicates that C. subpubescens sensu Holttum 1954 is conspecific
with C. dentatus (Forsk.) Ching from other areas (notably Ghana, Madeira and
Jamaica).
Hybrids between C. demams ( i ncluding C. subpubesar.!11s sensu Holttum) and

C. parasiticus (L.) Farw. from Ceylon show an unexpectedly ltigh pairing capacity,
indicating the need for further i n formation on the possibil i ty of autopolyploidy in

the ancestry of one if not both of these taxa.

INTRODUCTION

The following observations are placed on record mainly because they show that
an experimental approach can sometimes reduce the number of taxa in need of
recognition at the species level, although the converse experience is more usual.
The hybrids involved were set up some years ago (1 957-8) as part ofthe requirements
for the degree of Ph.D. by one of us (GHATAK 1 959) and they represent an in
complete investigation which cannot be continued by the present authors in any
foreseeable future. We are able however to pinpoint certain outstanding problems
which, with a little further work of a different kind, could almost certainly be
resolved and, if this were done, some interesting general conclusions should emerge
which would complement the more limited conclusions introduced here.
There is nothing worthy of comment about the methods, which are substan
tially as described by MANTON (1950) for the cytology and by LOVIS (1968) for the
hybridization techniques. Essential information about the initial wild material
will be included here as required though most of the specimens involved have
already entered in one way or another into previous publications, notably MANTON
& SLEDGE (1954) for the Ceylon specimens, MANTON in HOLTTUM (1 954) for
Malayan specimens, MANTON in ALSTON (1959) for African specimens and PANI
GRAPHI & MANTON (1958) for some preliminary experimental results which showed
for the first time that work of this kind could be carried out with tropical ferns.
*As from Botany Department, The University, Leeds, LS2 9JT. Present address of J. Ghatak :
Universi ty CoUegc of ScieJlCc Educat ion, Cape Coast, G h ana. The work involved in this paper
was m�tinly carded out in Leeds between 1 957 and L 959 while t h is author was normal l y resident in
Jndia. We are grateful for a small maintenance grant from the Science Research Counci l dtLring a
second visit to Leeds from Africa in the summer of J 969.
* *Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey.
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PART J . THE SPECIFIC IDENTITY OF DIPLOIDS WITH ERECT RHIZOME FROM CEYLON,
BORNEO, GHANA AND NIGERIA

The material assembled under this head consisted of four different wild gatherings,
each a single adult plant sent alive to Kew and cultivated further there. Spores
from these plants were subsequently sown in Leeds to provide the prothalli used
in the hybridization programme. Details are given below.
LIST OF DIPLOID SPECIMENS WITH ERECT RHIZOME USED IN THE INVESTIGATION*

1.

C . repandulus, Ceylon (P90, coil. I . Manton 1 950), ref. Manton & Sledge 1954,
Panigrahi & Manton 1958.
2. C. contiguus, Sarawak, Borneo. (Kew ref. 335.58) coil. R. E. Holttum 1 958.
3. C. quadrangularis (pigmented form), Ghana, F. l 9 coil. C. D. Adams 1956.
4. C. quadrangularis (non-pigmented form), Nigeria, coil. between 1 956 and
1 957, other details unknown.
It should be noted, with respect to specimen 1, that the question of naming
had been discussed in some detail by Panigrahi & Manton 1958 who were already
aware of the fact that the Ceylon material of this diploid should probably have
been referred to C. contiguus (Rosenst.) Copel. instead of C. repandulus (v.A.v.R.)
Ching although, as a temporary expedient, the latter name was retained for the
experimental work since it had already been applied to the same specimen (P90) in
MANTON & SLEDGE (1 954).
In order to explore the specific identity further an
authentic example of C. contiguus was personally gathered in Borneo (specimen 2)
by Professor R. E. Holttum at the request of the senior author and identified
according to the usage of HOLTTUM (1 954).
Specimens 3 and 4 on the other hand were obtained in connection with an
entirely different project, namely that of providing a cytological appendix to a
flora of west tropical Africa then in preparation. The two specimens, sent in by
correspondents, had been named as C. quadrangularis (Fee) Tard. by A. H. G.
Alston before his untimely death prevented further discussion. The flora, con
taining the statement that these two specimens were diploid, subsequently appeared
posthumously (ALSTON 1959).
Morphologically all these plants could be readily distinguished from each
other by individual characteristics which at first gave us no reason to doubt that
we were dealing with separate species. Thus plant 3, the first of the African dip
loids, is extremely conspicuous on account of a purple anthocyanin pigment
present on its stipe and rhachis. In Alston's view this character was not sufficient to
justify specific separation of non-pigmented African forms, one of which from
Nigeria (Specimen 4) had been collected explicitly to test this. Attention was
however drawn to the presence of a hairy indusium on the Nigerian material which
was absent from the others. Similarly the Ceylon material (Specimen 1) was
easily distinguished by the exceptionally long hairs (1 mm instead of 0.5 mm)
on the rhachis and stipes.
Nevertheless as the hybridization programme developed, the siinilarity of
behaviour of all four diploid cytotypes when crossed with some of the same
•A map indicating the old world distribution of these diploids with a preliminary communication
of the present observations will be found in Manton 1 961 .
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tetraploid individuals previously used by Panigrahi & Manton drew attention to the
need for closer scrutiny of specific boundaries among the four diploids. A new
hybridization programme at the diploid level was therefore undertaken to test
directly, if possible, the number of genomically different diploids represented in
our collection. To do this it was necessary to find some genetic marker which would
attest the correctness of a putative hybrid by effectively distinguishing it from
accidentally produced homozygotes (for discussion of this danger see PANIGRAHI
& MANTON (1 958). Fortunately the anthocyanin pigment in plant 3 provided
exactly the character needed. The dominance of anthocyanin versus its absence
had already been demonstrated with pigmented tetraploids when crossed with our
non-pigmented plant 1 by Panigrahi & Manton and similar behaviour would be
expected at the diploid level. By using plant 3 as a source of spermatozoids an
immediate recognition of a heterozygote as such would be expected, and was
indeed found, in crosses involving non-pigmented forms used as females.
Hybrids between plant 3 and each of the other diploids were set up and
attested in this way. All were fully fertile and gave regular chromosome pairing at
meiosis. It seems probable therefore that all may, in fact, represent no more than
geographical variants of a single species.

PART 11. MUTUAL AFFINITIES AMONG TETRAPLOIDS : C. DENTATUS, C. SUBPUBESCENS
SENSU HOLTTUM AND C. PARASITICUS

Reduction of the number of diploids to a single genome where at least two had
been hoped for greatly increases the difficulty of genome analysis of the available
tetraploids and it will therefore be necessary to limit discussion of the hybrids
which had been raised before these facts were ascertained to no more than a
selected few. The more important tetraploids used as sources of spores for raising
prothalli are listed below. Except where otherwise stated each was initially a
single specimen gathered wild and subsequently maintained in culture in Leeds or
at Kew.

LIST OF THE MORE IMPORTANT TETRAPLOIDS USED AS PARENTS OF HYBRIDS

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

C. dentatus Madeira coli. I. Manton 1950 ref. Panigrahi & Manton 1958.
C. dentatus Ghana coli. C. D. Adams ref. Manton in Alston 1 959.
C. dentatus Jamaica coli. T. G. Walker ref. Walker 1 967.
C. subpubescens sensu Holttum 1 954 Singapore ref. Panigrahi & Manton 1 958.
C. parasiticus Ceylon P92 and P885 coli. I. Manton 1950 ref. Panigrahi &
Manton 1 958.
Some difficulty had been experienced by PANIGRAPHI & MANTON (1 958) in
compiling a table of characters permitting easy separation of items 5 and 8, which
seemed more alike when expressed in this way than their superficial appearance
alive had suggested. Two characters, notably hair length and spore size could be
used to do this (toe. cit. p. 734) and a few others have been detected since ; notably
spore patteming and minor differences in the distribution of hairs between the
veins on the upper surface of the lamina. The arrival of other gatherings of C.
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dentatus from different geographical areas, notably Ghana and Jamaica (specimens
6 and 7) nevertheless introduced complications. Minor differences could be found
to distinguish each and all of these gatherings, whilst certain other differences,
notably in hybridizing potential, seemed greater between certain of these gatherings
than between some of these and C. subpubescens sensu Holttum. The need for
direct evidence on the existence or otherwise of specific boundaries between these
supposedly distinct taxa seemed therefore as important as in the comparable case
of the four diploids discussed in the previous section.

A suitable genetical marker to attest the correctness of crosses between the
various tetraploids was more difficult to find than among the diploids since all the
tetraploids possessed anthocyanin pigment to some extent and this character could
not therefore be used. However the spore patterning which distinguishes C.
subpubescens sensu Holttum from the various gatherings of C. dentatus seemed a
reliable character. The differences are illustrated in Plate XIX A and C beside
an example of a hybrid (Plate XIX B) indicating recessive behaviour of the verrucose
pattern of C. subpubescens. By using the latter as female, recognition of true
heterozygotes among the progeny obtained from inseminations with C. dentatus
spermatozoids seemed possible.
Hybrids authenticated in this way between C. subpubescens and C. dentatus
from both Ghana and Jamaica were fully fertile, as the appearance of their spores
indicates, and gave regular chromosome pairing at meiosis. We therefore think it
virtually certain that C. subpubescens sensu Holttum is not specifically distinct
from C. dentatus.
In contrast, some other tetraploid hybrids involving C. parasiticus (L.) Farw.
notably C. subpubescens (Singapore) X C. parasiticus (Ceylon) and C. parasiticus
(Ceylon) X C. dentatus (Jamaica) produced the mixture of mis-shapen spores to be
expected in genuinely interspecific hybrids. These therefore serve as a valuable
foil to the preceding since they show that specific barriers, when present, can be
expressed and detected in this way.

PART III. NOTES ON THE CYTOLOGY AT MEIOSIS IN THE HYBRIDS

This topic needs no further discussion with respect to the intraspecific hybrids
though the summary provided in Table 1 may perhaps prove useful for other
purposes. On the other hand the inter specific hybrids mentioned above and

PLATE XIX. A : spore of C. subpubeueus sensu Holltum (Singapore) X LOOO ; B: spores from
hybrids x 1000: Bl : C. subpubescens X dentalus (Jamaica); B2: C. subpubescens X deutatus
(Ghana) ; C : spores of C. delllatus x 1 000 ; Cl : Jamatca · C2: Ghana. D : meiosis in a
triploid hybrid : the Ceylon diploid (P90) x C. dentatus (Madeira) synthesised by Panigrabi
and recorded in Manton & Panigrahi J 958 but reinvestigated when the plant was three
years older and fully mature; the pairing is approximately 36 pairs and 36 univalents x 1 000;
E: meiosis in a t riploid hybrid : C. quadraugularis pigmented form (Ghana) x C. parasificus
(Ceylon), plant Gh. 88F7, showing approximately 36 paired groups some of which could be
trivalent, the remaining chromosome univalent. x 1000; F: meiosis in a triploid hybrid : C.
quadrangularis pigmented form {Ghana) x C. dentalus (Ghana), plant Gh. 64 C, showing approxi
mately 36 pairs and 36 univaleots. x 1000; G : meiosis in a tetraploid hybrid : C. parasiticus
(Ceylon) x C. dentatus (Jamaica) plant Gh. 204 C, showing more tl1an 36 pai red groups plus
univalents. X 1000.
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further enumerated in Table 2 will be dealt with only in outline since the facts are
not fully interpretable without some additional information which we do not at
present possess. Certain general features nevertheless stand out and are illustrated
in the plate.
TABLE 1
Numerical details of intraspecific crosses, the female parent of the hybrid being
in each case given first (for fuller citations see lists pp. 1 84, 1 8 5).

Diploid

P90 (Ceylon) x F19 (Ghana)
Nigeria x F19 (Ghana)
Borneo x F19 (Ghana)

Tetraploid

subpubescens x dentatus (Ghana)
dentatus (Ghana) X subpubescens
subpubescens x dentatus (Jamaica)

Yield*

Plants
analysed

CeUs
analysed

2/58
2/25
4/30

2
1
1

10
4
3

36 pairs
36
36

6/28
1/16
2/1 5

6
1
1

20
8
4

72 pairs
72
72

Chromosome
pairing

,

,

,

,

*Expressed as a fraction in which the numerator represents authenticated hybrids and the denominator the number of prothalli used.

TABLE 2
Numerical details of hybrids giving approximately 36 or more pairs together with
univalents ; the female parent in each case given first.
Yield*

Cbromosome pairing

Triploids
P90 (Ccylon)
1'90 (Ceylon)
F J 9 (Ghana)

x
X
x

C. dentatus (Jamaica)
C. dentatus (Madeira)
C. parasiticus

F19 (Ghana) X C. dentatus (Ghana)
Nigeria x C. subpubescens
Nigeria x C. parasiticus
Borneo X C. parasiticus
Borneo x C. dentatus

2/34
2/47
4/32
3/28
3/3 1

pairs (c.36 ± 2) + univalents
pairs (c.36) + univalents (PI. XlXD)
pairs (c.36 trivalents not excluded) -tunivalents (PI. XIXE)
pairs (c.36) -t- univalents (PI. XlXF)
pairs (c.36 ± 2) + univalcnts
pairs -+- univalents
pairs (c.36 ± 6) + univalents
pairs -+- univalents

Tetraploids

C. parasiticus x C. dentatus (Jamaica)
C. subpubescens x C. parasiticus (P285)

analysis difficult but not less than 48-54
paired groups plus some univalents.

*When known expressed as a fraction in which the numerator represents authenticated hybrids
and the denominator the number ofprothalli inseminated.

It is clear that all the interspecific hybrids form pairs and univalents in con
siderable numbers although completely analysable cells are rare, and for certain
combinations have not as yet been attained. If we consider the triploids first
(PI. XIX D-F) there is no doubt that all are able to form pairs or paired groups in a
reasonably close approximation to the monoploid number (x=36). This is true
even in hybrids which, on the information contained in PANIGRAHI & MANTON
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1 958, h,ad been expected t o show substantially reduced pairing. I t will be recal led
that t he e authors reported l ittle or no pairing i11 three hybrids between the Ceylon
d iploid and C. dentatus from Madeira although the same d iploid crossed with C .
subpubescens sensu Holttum forn'led approximately 3 6 pairs and 3 6 univalents
(loc. cit.) However one of Panigrahi s own plants, re-investigated 3 years later,
gave the preparati011 i l lustrated in PI. X I X D and we have resynthesised the ame
hybrid combination ourselves w ithout being able to repeat their previou result.
It mu t be assumed therefore that some fortuitous but temporary circumstance had
adversely affected meiosis in one particular batch of young hybrids (q years old
whe11 first investigated in 1 954) which cea ed to operate as lhese plants became more
.mature. It therefore seem virtually certain tJ1at, pathological accidents apart,
there is no ascertainable d i fference in the pairing behaviour of hybrid i nvolving
C. dentalus (Madeira) compared with equivalent hybrid (e.g. PJ. XIX ) involving
other strains of the same taxon (includi ng C. subpubescens sensu Holttltm). On the
other hand certain triploids involving C. parasiticus in exceptional ly favourable
preparations (e.g. PI . X J X E) can strongly suggest the presence of trivalent re
placing some pairs. The validity of these appearance will need confirmation but
it is fai r to say that trivalent production in some of these hybrid has not been
wholly excluded by our observations.
The pairing behaviour of tetraploid hybrids between C. denmtus (including
C. subpubescens) and C. pnrasilicus i. more d i fficult to analyse and we have no
cel l as yet in which this can be completely carried out. PI. X D C G uevert hele s i l l u trates sufficiently a fact to which we attribute considerable significance namely
that in spite of a very low spore output and t he invariable presence of some uni
valents lbe pairing potential in such hybrid i by no mean low. Approximate
counts of minimum numbers of pairs or paired groups in a ra 11 ge of cel ls vary from
48 to 54. There is no doubt therefore that uch hybrids can form more than 36
paired groups.
This observation at once raises the possibility, which might be confirmed or
refuted but which cannot be ignored, namely that one if not both of these two
tetraploid species might have had an autopolyploid ancestor. This is therefore the
point at which furlher experimental work is sti ll required.
DISCUSSION

Readers of this journal will be wel l aware of the fact that one of the more hn
portant recent advances in fern cyto logy, carried out since the publication of
MANTON" ( 1 950) and indeed since MANTON ( 1 96 1 ), ha been the unequivocal demon
stration of the real ity of autopolyploidy as a factor i n volved in fern speci, tion
in addition to the more familiar and much more easily demonstrated allopoly
ploidy. This new development re tcd at fir t mai n ly on the observations carried
out indepeJldently by VI OA (J 963), Lovis & Reieh tein (in LOVIS, 1 964) and SLEEP
( 1 966) on European species of Asplenium. A mong tropical ferns analysed i n this
way the i nter pecific hybrid between A diantum incisum of Africa and A dicmtum
malesianum of Malaya at'ld South China (MANTON srNHA & VIDA, 1 970) show a
uggestive resemblance to the Cyc!osorus dentatus x . parasiticus hybrids investigated here, allowance being made for a d ifference in "x' , the monoploid
chromosome number. The Adiantum analysi (fmther summarized in MANTON
et alia, 1 970) was more completely worked out than that of Cyclosorus owing to
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the fortunate availability of a greater number of differentiated taxa. These included
two different diploids and at least two undoubted allotetraploids, with the aid of
which clear evidence for an essentially autopolyploid origin for A. incisum Forsk.
of Africa could be provided. As in other cases, this autopolyploid had become
fully diploidized in the present wild species by the suppression of multivalent
formation, presumably by genetical means under the influence of natural selection.
In hybrids, however, a minimum of "x" pairs was invariably introduced, by auto
syndesis within the A. incisum genome, no matter whether the other taxon involved
in a hybrid was closely related or not.
It is obvious that seriously erroneous conclusions would be reached if auto
syndetic capacity were present, but unrecognised, in polyploids used as part of a
hybridization programme. The problem of recognition can nevertheless be resolved
in more than one way. The most direct and, if it could be done, the quickest way to
do this in the case of Cyclosorus would be if apogamy could be induced and the
resulting "haploid" sporophytes raised to maturity. Meiotic behaviour in these
would at once reveal the true composition of the normal gametophytic chromosome
complement. Thus a descendant of an autopolyploid tested in this way should still
show regular pairing. The equivalent from an allopolyploid (amphidiploid)
should show complete failure of chromosome pairing. Various intermediate
conditions are also possible. An answer to the phyletic problem raised by C.
parasiticus and C. dentatus is thus by no means unattainable and an immediate
clarification of cognate aspects of a fairly complicated biosystematic situation
would at once be introduced if such work could be carried out.
Finally, the nomenclatural problems raised by parts 1 and 2 of the present
communication require expert taxonomic attention for which we are fortunate in
being able to draw on Professor Holttum. He is currently engaged on a compre
hensive taxonomic and nomenclatural revision of the group and has most kindly
compiled the following statement with permission to include it here.
NOTES * ON THE NOMENCLATURE OF THE TAXA INVOLVED IN THE BIOSYSTEMATIC
ENQUIRY

The Diploid Species

The name Nephrodium quadrangulare was given by Fee in 1 852 (Gen. Fil. 308)
to a specimen from French Guiana. His description does not mention characters
now found to be important diagnostically. Hooker failed to mention Fee's name
in his Species Filicum. Christensen, in Index Filicum (1 905) printed it in italics, as
of doubtful significance. In part 1 of his monograph on Dryopteris in America
(which included all Thelypteridaceae) he placed it without comment as a synonym
of Dryopteds mol/is (Jacq.) Hieron., a name which he then interpreted very
broadly, and which he later (1 920) placed, in this broad sense, as a synonym of
D. dentata (Forsk.) C. Chr. Alston was the first person to point out distinctions
between Fee's species and D. dentata, in an account of the ferns of St. Kitts (Joum.
Bot. 75 : 253 ; 1937), remarking also that plants similar to D. quadrangularis
occurred in Africa. In Asia, ferns of this alliance were usually given the specific
•contributed by R. E. Holttum.
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epithet mol/is, widely interpreted, o r later parasitica. I n 1 9 1 7 Rosenstock briefly
described a specimen from Borneo in the Rijksherbarium Leiden, with the name
Dryopteris contigua, but without giving some important details. Christenseu
discovered the specimen and gave a fuller description of it (Gard. Bull. Str. Settl.
7 : 244 ; 1 934) in his account of the ferns of Mt Kinabalu ; he mentioned the erect
caudex. Similar plants were found during the Leeds University expedition to
Ceylon (1 950-5 1), brought into cultivation at Leeds and Kew, and their diploid
nature established ; they were identified as Dryopteris repandula v.A.v.R., a name
published in 1 924 and based on a specimen from New Guinea, seen by Panigrahi
in the- Leiden herbarium. In my opinion, there is some doubt whether the type
specimen of D. repandula is conspecific with that of D. contigua ; from a nomen
clatural point of view, this in unimportant as contigua was published first. During
further work on the cytology of African ferns, plants named quadrangularis from
Nigeria and Ghana were brought into cultivation ; they showed only minor dif
ferences from the Ceylon plants and were also diploids. Finally, I sent plants from
Sarawak to Kew which proved to be typical contigua, and diploid ; they differed
from the Ceylon plants in minor characters of pubescence (e.g. presence of short
capitate hairs on the upper surface).
Recently Dr Alan R. Smith ofthe University of California has made a study of
plants believed to represent this species in America. His statement (personal
communication with permission to quote) runs as follows : "I have counted the
plant previously known as Thelypteris versicolor from 9 localities in Florida and
Louisiana. In all cases it was diploid. As a result of my monograph of the New
World species, I am treating versicolor as a variety of quadrangularis.
- I have
not counted the varieties ofquadrangularis from the West Indies and South America,
but I would be surprised if they are anything other than n = 36. I found a good
correlation in the group between spore size and ploidy level, and the spores of
varieties of T. quadrangularis outside the U.S. were identical in size and ornamen
tation to spores of versicolor."*
Thus I have no doubt that all these ferns (with the possible exception of D.
repandula) represent one species, with minor local differences, in tropical America,
Africa, Ceylon and Malesia (I have seen no herbarium specimens among the many I
have examined from India). The slow realisation of this situation is due to the
fact that students of the flora of one part of the tropics have in the past rarely had
at their disposal adequate information about possibly allied species in other parts ;
and even Christensen, the pioneer of modern study of this family of ferns, failed to
think about the West Indies when studying specimens from Borneo. It was only
the stimulus to comparative study provided by Professor Manton's work on
cytology, together with the fortunate fact that co-operation was simultaneously
available from various parts of the tropics, that made the present synthesis of
information possible. Summarising : in my view the specific epithet quadrangularis
is the correct one to use for all these diploids, contiguus being discarded as a later
synonym.
-

*Si nce completion of this manuscript an addit ional plant of C. quadra11gufaris col lected on
Ascension Island (Conder Cliff, 2,750 ft) was k i ndly supplied by A. C. Hill of Cambridge. Chromo
some counts made on young sori in the autumn of 1 970 and again in the spring of J 97 1 are diploid
(n=36). This observation thus bridges the geographical gap between the African material re
corded in the text and the American material referred to in the taxonomic notes. (I. M. June 1971 .)
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The Tetraploid Species
In the 1 9th century the specific epitl'let mol/is (orig i na l l y appl ied by Jacquin to a
specimen from Venezuela) was used for a c omplex of forms, found w ide ly through
out the ropics. In India, Beddome and others attempted to di tinguish varieties, or
d istinct s pecie s , but the situation remained confused. In Synopsis Filicum ( 1 867)
Baker stated that he believed the name Polypodium parasiticum L. was applicable
to the same complex, but he did not formally adopt the name . The binomial
Dryopteris parasitica, based on Linnaeus, was published by Otto Kuntze in 1 89 1
a nd adopted b y Chri tensen in. his Index o f 1 905 with Jacquin's name a s synonym.
In 1 9 1 2 Cbristensen di covered a Li nnaean specimen (fmmd by Osbeck in Chi na) of
P. parasiticum, in the herbarium of Swartz at Stockholm, and published a des
cri ption, d ist i ngu ishi ng it from the Wes t Indian mol/is. Thett in 1 920 he publ ished
h.is discovery that the type peci m.en of Polypodium dentatum Forskal ( 1 775), fro m
Arabia, wa not specift,cal l y d istinct from typical mol/is. Chri tensen continued to
collect information on thi species-group, a:nd tltis was .fir t u ed .in a conspectus of
species of China and Ind ia by Ching ( B u l l . Fan M e m . Inst. Biol . , Bot. Ser., 8 :
1 57-230 ; 1 938). Ching tra.nsferred the species group t o Cyclosorus, a nd distinguished
between parasilicus and den latus ; l1e also distinguished other a l l ied species clearly
for the first time. Tn my own study of Malayan ferns at S ingapore, I corresponded
with Clui tensen, who called my attention to the name Aspidium subpubescens
B l . , wh ich he thought should replace lrlfipimra Hook. (Gard. Bul l . Str. Sett!. 4 :
390 · 1 929), and i t wa adopted i n this ense by Citing (with jaculosus Chr. a lso a s a
ynon.ym) in 1 938. But f later had on l oan fro m Leiden a specimen labelled
subpubescens fro m Bl ume's herbari um, and found it to correspond with a common
ingapore fern, not with latipinna. I therefore used Blume's name i n that sense in
my book on the ferns of Ma l ay t ( 1 954). It was only later that I discovered that my
subpubescens did not differ significantly from dentatus. I also noticed a distinct
but related fern in Singapore and adopted for it (I 'believe correctly) the name
sumatranus (v. A.v. R.). Professor Manton had plants of both my subpubescens and
sumalranus fro m S ingapore, a nd they were u ed in the experimental work reported
by Panigrahi and M a1rton ( L 958). In Apri l 1 970 I vi ited Leiden and there ex
·

amined all available specimens labelled subp ubescens by Blume. In Enumeratio
Plantarum Javae ( 1 828 p. 1 49) Blume de cribed this pecies and then briefly
var. B, var.C, and var. D, with localities of origin for each. After exam ining all

specimens I could find, and comparing them with the information in Blume's book,
it seemed to me clear that the description of the pecies proper (as distinct fro m the
varieties) was prepared from a specimen on a double-size sheet which I had not
previously seen. This pecimen corresponded w i t h sumatrcmus as described by me
in my book. My conclu ion then is t hat C. subpubescens of my book (not o f Blume)
is a synonym of C. dentatus (Forsk.) Cltiug, a species found throughout the tropics
a11d I therefore agree with Ghatak and M an:tou with respect to this taxoJL C.
sumatranus of my book on the other hand is a synonym o f the true C. subpubescens
(Bl .) Ching (but not i n Chi ng's sense), a species of the Malayan region the exact
distribution of which is at present uncertain.
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CYTOLOGY OF SOME FERNS OF KATHMANDU
VALLEY
R. P. ROY*, B. M. B. SINHA* and A. R. SAKYA**
ABSTRACT
A collection of 53 species of fern occuning in the Kathmandu valley of N c pa l has
been made of which 40 have been cytological ly investigated. The counts for some o f
th e species have been m ade for t h e first ti me. Cytological tudy or lhe ferns of the
region between the eastern and western H i malayas gives an idea of the gradual
reduction in the occu rrence of polyploids. The data have been compared with those
existing for other comparable regions.

INTRODUCTION

The Kathmandu valley of Nepal covers an area of 565 square km and lies at an
altitude of 1 350 m surrounded by high mountains in the Himalayas. The valley
has a moderately humid temperate climate of the monsoon type. While the
cytology of the ferns growing in both eastern and western Himalayas has been
worked on by various workers, the ferns of the central Himalayas still remain
cytologically unexplored although a list of 60 taxa which occur in this valley has
been published (PANDE 1 962). In the present paper the cytology of forty species
occurring wild in the region is reported, some of the counts being made for the
first time.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The localities from which the collections were made are given below. Cytological
preparations were made following techniques already standard for ferns (MANTON
1 950). Herbarium specimens of the cytologically investigated taxa have been
deposited in the herbarium of the Department of Botany, Patna University and
one specimen of each has been also deposited in the herbarium of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew.
The chromosome numbers for the different species were determined from a
number of dividing cells. Photographs of some of the preparations are given in
Plates XX and XXI (facing page 198 and 1 99). The order of the genera follows
that of COPELAND (1 947).
OBSERVATIONS

The cytological results have been assembled in tabular form with details of local
ities, ploidy etc. Further details have been discussed separately for Selected taxa.
List of cytological findings for the taxa investigated

(One asterisk denotes a new record, no asterisk means that the record agrees with
existing records from elsewhere. Two asterisks denote an illustration in the
Plates).
n=meiotic count from S. M.C. ; 2n=mitotic count from root-tip.
*Department of Botany, Patna University, Patna-5 (India).
* *Department of Botany, Tri Chandra College, Kathmandu (Nepal).
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Chromosome
Species

Locality

Dicranopteris /inearis (Burm.) Underw.

Pharping

Diploid

Chandragiri
Swayambhu hill
Thankot
Swayambhu hill

Tet(aploid
Tetraploid
Tetrap loid
Diploid

Thankot
Thankot

Diploid

Ploidy

n

number
2n

GLEICHENIACEAE

78* *

PTERIDACEAE

Dennstaedtia appendiculata (Wall.) J.Sm.
Microlepia ftrma Mett.
Hypo/epis punctata (Thunb.) Mett.
Pteridium aqui/inum var. wightianum
(Ag.) Tryon
Pteris cretica L.
Pteris vittata L. (P. longifolia sensu
Beddome)
Pteris quadriaurita Retz.
P. tripartilu Sw.
Couiogramme caudata (Wal l .) Ching
Chel/authes farinosa sensu Blanford
Onychium japonicum var. lucidum (Don)
Christ.
0. siliculosum (Desv.) C.Chr.
Adiantum incisum sensu lato
A. phi/ippense

L.

Tetraploid

Kirtipur
Triploid
Chapagaon
(apog.)
Ichangu
Chandragiri
Diploid
Swayambhu hill Tetraploid
Tri Chandra
Dipl oid
College campus
Godavari
Triploid
apogamous
Nagarjun hill
Diploid
Bishnumati
Diploid
river side
Tri Chandra
Triplo i d
College campus apogamous

60
104**
52
29
58
87
29*
60"'
30

120
172*
1 04
58
1 16
87**
58*
120*
60

87

87**

29
30

58
60

90

90

PARKERIACEAE

(L.) Brongn.

Sundarijal

Tetraploid

80

Swayambhu hill

Diploid

41

Hypodematium crenatum (Forsk.) Kuhn.
PolysticJwm auricu/atum (L.) Presl
Elaplzog/ossum slelligemm (Wall.) Moorc
Dryo_pteris cochfeata (Don) C.Chr.
D. paleacea (Sw.) Hand. Mazz .

Chover hillock
Godavari
Nagarjun hill
Budh Nilkanth.
Thankot

Diploid

41
41
82*
41
123

D. sparsa (Don) Kunze

Chapagaon
forest
Budh
Nilkanth
Shivapuri
Nagarjune
Pharpiog
K athmandu
Thankot
Godavari
canal side
Swayambhu hill
Chapagaon
Chover

Diploid

41 . .

82*

Diploid

40

80

Diploid
Diploid

36U
36

72
72

Tetraploid
Diploid
Diploid

72
40**
40**

144
80
80

Diploid
Diploid
Diploid

40
40"'
41

80
80*
82

Swayambhu hill
Pharping
Thankot

D i ploid
Tetraploid
Tetraploid

36
72
72

72
144 """
144

Ceratopteris thalictroides
DAVALLIACEAE

Nephrolepis cordifolia

(L.) Presl

82**

ASPIDIACEAE

Tectoria macrodonta (Fee) C.Chr.
Thelypteris embescens
Cyclosorus parasiticus

frai l.) Ching
.) Farwell

C. sumatramts (v.A.v.R.) Ching
Athyrium boryauum (Wil ld .) Tagawa
A. ftlix-femina (L.) Roth
A. macrocarpum (Bl.) Bedd.
A. tenellum Wall.
Diplazium escu/entum (Retz.) Sw.

Diploid
Tetraploid
Diploid

Tnploid

apogamous

82
82
82
123

ASPLENIACEAE

Asplenium dalhousiae Hook.
A. planicaule Wall.
A. varians Hook & Grev.
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POLYPODIACEAE

Goniophlebium lachnopus (Wall.) J.Sm.
Microsorium lucidum Roxb.
M. membranaceum (Don) Ching

Drynaria propinqua (Wall.) J.Sm.
Loxogramme involuta (Don) Presl

Sundarijal
Godavary
Nagarjune
Thankot
God avary
Pharping
Sundarijal
Shivpuri

Diploid
Diploid
Diploid

36
36 *
36 * *

72
72 *
72

Diploid
Diploid

36
36 * *

72
72 * *

Comments on individual taxa :
1.

Dennstaedtia appendiculata (Wall.) J. Sm.

The counts have been made on a specimen collected from stone walls leading
to the Chandagiri peak which gave n = 60 and 2n= 120. Earlier counts of this
species from Darjeeling, E. Himalayas (MEHRA & KHANNA 1 959) showed n = 66
(tetraploid) which is not in conformity with our findings. Other species of the genus
Dennstaedtia, notably D. hirsuta, (Sw.) Mett show a base number of 30 (VERMA &
KURITA 1 961) while D. scabra (Wall.) Moore shows n = 33-34 (BIR 1 962). The base
number of the present finding conforms with those given by Verma and Kurita
from Japan.
2.

Microlepia firma Mett.

The species counted (2n= 172) grows in shady places along the road side at
low altitudes of 1 200-1 350 m on the western slope of the Swayambhu Hills.
Another species, M. speluncae (L.) Moore from Darjeeling shows a gametic
number of 43 (MEHRA & KHANNA 1 959), which is most likely the base number of
the genus. The present count, therefore, indicates the tetraploid nature of this
taxon from Nepal.
3. Pteris quadriaurita Retz.
A number of plants of this species from various regions have been cytologically
investigated and different cytotypes have been reported (MANTON 1 953 ; MANTON &
SLEDGE 1 954 ; WALKER 1 962, 1 966). The present count shows the prevalence of
tripoloid apogamous forms in Nepal. Unfortunately no sixteen celled sporangium
could be found and therefore, the triploid nature could not be ascertained.
Pteris tripartita Sw.
The plants of this species were collected at an altitude of 2400 m on exposed
rocks during June-July 1 963. They are readily distinguished by their long erect
stipes bearing tripartite fronds. Our counts gave n=29 and 2n= 58. Earlier reports
have shown the existence of a tetraploid sexual form (WALKER 1 962 ; WAGNER 1 963)
and a tetraploid apogamous form of this species (SCHIFFERDECKER 1 957). The
present count is the first demonstration of a diploid sexual form of this species
occurring in the Himalayas. The existence of various cytotypes of this taxon is
interesting as there is the possibility of it being a species complex similar to Adian
tum caudatum whose diploid cytotypes have similarly been reported from India
4.

(ROY & SINHA 1 9 57).
5.

Coniogramme caudata (Wall.) Ching
The plants assigned to this taxon grow abundantly on moist and shady soil
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along the north-western slope o f Swayambhu Hill at a n altitude o f 1 500 m . Our
counts give n=60 and 2n= l 20 ; earlier count from Darjeeling (E. Himalayas) was
given as n = 30 (Verma in MEHRA 1961) which suggests that the present report from
Nepal is of a tetraploid sexual cytotype of this species.
6. Cheilanthes farinosa (Forsk.) Kaulf. sens. !at.
The collections were made at an altitude of 1200- 1 500 m near Tri Chandra
College, Kathmandu, Nepal. Herbarium specimens compare with the description
given for C. farinosa sensu Blanford by MANTON, ROY and JARRETT (1 966). The
cytological counts of our Nepalese specimen shows it to be a diploid in contrast to
C. farinosa sensu stricto which is triploid and apogamous and known to occur in
India, but so far has not been met with in Nepal . Further intensive survey of this
species complex is desirable.
7. Onychium japonicum (Thunb.) Kze. var. lucidum (Don) Christ
This species grows in the crevices of boulders along the road side on the way to
the Royal Botanical Garden, Godavari. The somatic count of 87 chromosomes
was made while the 8-celled sporangia showed the formation of 87 bivalents. This
is the first account of a triploid apogamous form of the species, although a tetra
ploid sexual form of this species has been previously reported (Verma in MEHRA
1961) from Darjeeling (E. Himalayas).
8. Adiantum incisum Forsk. sensu lato
Collections of this species were made at an altitude of 12-1500 m where the
plants occur in abundance in open places along road side crevices or rock crevices.
For the present report the fixings were taken from the plants growing near the
Bislmumati river side. The herbarium specimen compares favourably in mor
phology and chromosome number with the diploid sexual form reported b y ROY &
SINHA in 1 957 from Patna and subsequently used in hybridization at Leeds (MAN
TON, GHATAK & lNHA 1 967). This report therefore extends the distribution of
diploids to Nepal.
9. Elaphoglossum stelligerum (Wall.) Moore
The plants grow on shady calcareous soil near the Nagarjun hill. Only meiotic
studies could be made which show 82 bivalents in the spore mother cells as in
other counts of the genus which have given a base number of 41. The count thus
shows this species to be occurring as a tetraploid in Nepal, where its diploid
cytotype is not yet known.
A sexual diploid E. krajinae Biswas is known from Ceylon along with E.
hirtum (Sw.) C. Chr. a sexual tetraploid (MANTON & SLEDGE 1954). Further two
tetraploids are known from Darjeeling and M ussorie which are E. conforme (Sw.)
Schott and E. laurifolium (Thouars) Moore respectively (BIR 1962).
1 0. Dryopteris sparsa (Don) Kunze
For our cytological investigations the collections were made at Chapagaon
forests in moist soil at an altitude of 12-1 350 m. The deltoid lamina and smaller
indusia distinguish this species readily from others.
The diploid, triploid and tetraploid cytotypes of this species have been known
to exist in Darjeeling, N. Ind ia (Loyal in MEEIRA 1961) but in Kath mandu valley no
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cytotype other than the diploid (n=41 ; 2n= 82) has been discovered. In contrast,
in S. India only a tetraploid is known to occur (ABRAHAM & MATHEW 1 962). Our
investigations therefore, indicate that the species in Kathmandu valley has re
mained at the diploid level, while triploids and tetraploids have been evolved in
tropical conditions of Darjeeling and S. India, although a diploid is recorded from
Teiping Hills, Malaya (MANTON 1954).
1 1 . A thyrium tenellum Wall.
This is a common plant in the valley where it forms a thick forest carpet in the
jungles. The material for cytological examinations has been collected from the
Chapagaon forests. Our counts are n =40 and 2n= 80. In another closely related
species A. setiferum C. Chr. the same gametic count has been obtained.
12. Microsorium lucidum Roxb.
The collections were made at an altitude of 1 800 m at Godavary beyond the
fishery tanks on the way to Phulchoke Peak. It is an epiphyte growing on tree
trunks.
The counts made are n = 36 and 2n = 72. Earlier reports of a diploid taxon
with n=36 from Garo Hills in N Eastern India has been made (PATNAIK & PANI
GRAHI 1 963) so the present count further extends the distribution of the diploid
cytotype to Kathmandu Valley. In contrast, a tetraploid with n = 72 has been
reported from S India (ABRAHAM & MATHEW 1 9 62).
DISCUSSION

The Kathmandu Valley, which is almost a closed region between the east and west
Himalayas, has a rich fern flora from which 53 species have been collected. Of
these, 40 species belonging to 26 genera have been cytologically investigated. It
has been found that 26 species are at the diploid level and the remaining 14 are
polyploids including the apomicts. Apogamy is seen in four species at the tri
ploid level. Comparative data of the diploids and polyploids found occurring in
other parts of the Himalayas (MEHRA 1 961) and other comparable regions (ABRAHAM
& MATHEW 1 962 ; MANTON 1 953 ; MANTON & SLEDGE 1 954) has been given in Table 1 .
The Kathmandu valley has a warm temperate climate and lies between the
east and west Himalayas. Frequency of polyploids in the valley is found to be
TABLE 1
CYTOLOGICAL COMPOSITION OF THE FERN FLORAS OF DIFFERENT
REGIONS COMPARABLE WITH KATHMANDU VALLEY

Region

East Himalayas
West Himalayas
Katbmandu Valley
(Central Himalayas)

South India
Ceylon

Percentage
of
diploids

Percentage
of
polyploids

64

40

36
23
35

MEHRA

77
65

1 08
1 32

47
40

53
60

ABRAHAM

Number of
taxa
investigated
25 1
61

Reported by

MEHRA

1961
1961

MANTON
MANTON

&

MATHEW

1 953 ;

1 962

& SLEDGE 1954
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lower than in the east Himalayas, but more than i n the west Himalayas. This
shows a grad ual .reduction in the percentage or polyploid taxa from the tropical
east to the temperate west. When compared with S Ind ia and Ceylon where
respectively 53 per cent and 60 per cent polyploids are met with (MANTON & VIDA
1 968), the Himalayas show a maximum of 36 per cent polyploids in the east and
23 per cent in the west. The occurrence o f3 5 per cent polyploids i11 the Kathmandu
valley, which is closed from all regions, is significant. Further, Table 2 shows
d istribution of various cytotypes of certain species in comparable regions which
indicates the rete1ition of the cliploids in Kathmandu Val ley while other grade of
ploidy exist elsewhere.
TABLE 2
LIST OF SPECIES WHOSE VARIOUS CYTOTYPES HAVE BEEN REPORTED
Diploids

Polyploids

Dicranopteris linearis

Kathmandu
Darjeeling
Malaya

South India
Ceylon

Dryopteris sparsa

Kathmandu
Darjeeling
Malaya

Darjeeling
South India

Cyc/osorus parasiticus

Kathmandu

Ceylon
South India

Athyrium macrocarpum

Kathmandu
Darjeeling
Simla

Ceylon

Microsorium lucidum

Kathmandu
Garro hills

South India

Loxogramme involuta

Kathmandu

Ceylon

Species

Looking at Table 1 and Table 2, it will be seen that Kathmandu valley is rich
in diploid cytotypes which is a common feature with the Himalayas.
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PLATE XX.

Acetocarmine preparations of mitosis at metaphase; magnification

x

1 000 ;

A: Dicranopteris linearis showing 78 chromosomes; B: Pteris quadriaurita howing 87 chromo
somes ; C: Onychium japonicum var. lucidum showing 87 chromosomes ; D : Neplll'olepis cordifolia
showing 82 chromosomes ; .E : Asplenium planicaule showing 1 44 chromosomes ; F : Loxogramme
involuta showing 72 chromosomes.
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PLATE XXI. Acetocarmine preparations of meiosis at diakinesis; magnification x 1000 ;
A: Hypolepsis punctata showing 104 pairs ; B : Dryopteris sparsa showing 41 pairs ; C: Thelypteris
erubescens showing 36 pairs ; D : Athyrium boryanum showing 40 pairs ; E : Athyrium jilix-femina
showing 40 pairs ; F: Microsorium membranaceum showing 36 pairs; G: Loxogramme involuta
showing 36 pairs.
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SHOR TER NOTES
OBSERVATIONS ON SPANISH FERNS

Dip/a·dum caudatum (Cav.) Jermy. This fern is native to the A�;ores, Canarie and

Madeira, but had not been recorded for the mai nland o.f Europe until I found a
few plants i n the Cadiz Province in 1 969. Thi is yet another example of t h e
macarone ic flora occurring amongst the atlantic and mediterranean plants in this

interesting south-west corner of Andalucia.
I suspect, however, that Pierre Al lorge may have seen it growing near Cu/cita
macrocarpa, but for some reason d i.d not recognise it. In his account ofthe ecoJogyl,
which has changed surpri ingly l ittle where the Culcita grows, he records Poly
stichum spinulosum La m. & DC. (= DJyopteris carthusiana (Vili.)H.P. Fuchs).
Neither Dryopteris nor Polystichum occur in these valleys so far a I know, and it
seems unl i kely that this D1yopteris-a mountain specie in the south-wa growing

down here at such a low altitude. I wondered, therefore whether it could have
been a small Diplazium caudatum which may superficially look i m i lar to this
other species. It WOllld mean of course that n o speci men was col lected or retained,
for the difference should have been apparent to tltis botan ist. I have not yet been
able to find out if there is any specimen in Paris.
Well grown, Diplazium caudatum is a fine fern with long and shiny black stipes
and dark green lam inae . The largest frond that 1 measured was almost two metre
in length (incl ucl ing the stipe) which is considerably larger than is given in Flora
Europaea2. The black rhizome is remarkable for its size ; one was 32 by 20 cm. a 11d
about 6 cm. deep, and was growing on the surface of wet earth, but anchored by
extraordinary long thick rootlets.
Unfortunately this fern grows by rocky rivers, stream edges and occa ionally
actually in the river-beds thus suffering duri ng the winter rains. This year flooding
was excess.ive for eighteen days, and when later saw the plants, only battered and
broken fronds remained. Some seemed to have d i appeared, but it was difficult
to be sure as the river had changed. The reason i t s urvives here where so much
clearing and burning has taken place, in turn causing ero ion and undue fiooding
during the winter, is most li kely due to its enormou rhizome wltich is firmly held

by the anchoring rootlets.
Pteris serrulata Forsk. There have been different schools of thought on the
status of Pten's serrulata being native to the mainland of Europe. Originally, its
presence was based on a collection made i 11 the Cintra h ills in Portugal in 1 848, but
nothing more seems to have been heard of it. I t i reported in Flora Europaea3
as a garden escape. Thus in Eu rope P. serrulata was represented only in A�;ores
and it was also recorded from Tangier in north Africa, the Canaries and Madeira.
In 1 968 f01md a solitary plam in a rather remote range of !t ills in CadJz
province, at 240 metres i •t altitude. GrowiJ1g under taU Alders on slop.i ng ground
in the wood of Quercus suber and Q . faginea, near a rocky summit, it was between
1ALLORGE,

0JERMY,

P. 1 934. Bull. Soc. Bot. France S J ; 592.
1964. In Flora Europaeu 1 : 1 8.
T. G. 1 964. In Flora Europaea I : 1 1 .
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two rocks where water permanently seeped. The rhizome was well hidden under
neath, in a shelter formed by the rocks. lt seemed to be in a natural habitat, and
Professor Galiano from Seville University, who was with me, felt sure that it
must be native, but we were both anxious to find more of it elsewhere.
Early in 1 970 I found two more adult plants and two young ones at 450 m.
This is in another remote area to the west of Los Barrios and in another range of
hills from the original one, and several kilometres distant as the crow flies. They
were i n a most distinctive plant community ; the ground was strewn with sharp
rocks and because of dense low growth, hanging lianes and being most difficult to
penetrate, was very reminiscent of tropical secondary growth. I have now no doubt
at all that this fern is native here in Spain and thus native to the European mainland
after all. It is possible that the Portuguese plants which were found over 100 years
ago were the remnants of a native colony which was then fast disappearing, and
not escapes from plants brought from Madeira to Cintra gardens.
Trichoma11es speciosum Willd. Trichomanes speciosum is a rare and local fern,
for apart from its localities in Britain and Ireland, it is known from the European
mainland by only a few citings from Galicia in Spain, from France and Portugal.
Although this fern has been found in the past in the north-west of Spain, it is
still rare enough to warrant recording its occurrence in this extreme south-west
corner of Andalusia.
It grows in the valleys which lie between the hills of Los Barrios-Algeciras
districts and I have found it in two widely separated places. In the main area,
Trichomanes grows in patches near Culcita and Diplazium caudatum but although
fairly common, very few of the colonies have fronds large enough to be fertile.
This year, after a severe flooding, many small patches had disappeared, mainly
from vertical sides of boulders in the river-beds. Some ot the larger colonies were
much depleted, but later in the spring, I found many new fronds appeanng. The
spectes grows where there is constant moisture, hanging from rocks over water or
in small fissures where there is a permanent seepage. In one case, however, a
small patch was found in the ground above a stream, but was protected by two
rocks forming a narrow shelter. This place did not seem to be continually moist,
but would be well sheltered during the summer by tall Osmunda regalis.
Culcita macrocarpa C. Presl. This fern was collected near Algeciras in the Cadiz
Province of south-west Spain in 1 869 by a Col. White4 ; it was seen again (probably
here) in 1929 by L. Ceballos and in 1 933 by P. Allorge5• More recently it has been
recorded from Galicia in north-west Spain by Father Lainz6 and it is also known
from at least one locality in Portugal. Until recently it was not known whether it
still existed near Algeciras where so much has been cleared since the civil war.
Urged on by Professor Galiano and Dr Holttum, I looked for it but was misled by
Col. White's remark "on rocks by Gibraltar" and, even with permission to examine
the coastal military areas, I found nothing. When Dr Jarrett however, sent me a
xerox copy of Allorge's paper, the rest was easy. There it was, well inland, probably
not so abundant as in 1 93 3 but certainly not rare.
It grows from about 200-230 metres in altitude on steep valley sides and by
mossy rocks near swift flowing small rivers, and I have found it as high as 450m in
•wmTE.

herb. spec. at R.B.G., Kew.
1934. Bull. Soc. Bot. France 81 : 592.
M. Aport. Fl. Gallega 6 : 36.

6ALLORGE, P.
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the same valley. There i s also a very large colony i n another valley several kilo
metres away in another range of hills near the Sierra del Nifio. Fortunately this is
in private property and so should survive, but in both places the fern is in great
danger of fire, which is becoming increasingly common during the long dry summers.
Also, with continual clearing, brambles and bracken are rapidly encroaching
amongst the plants themselves. Although a stout fern, it seems slow to mature
and fronds tend to become fertile only when the plant is large. There is added
danger from at least one area, namely, from fern collectors, for it has suddenly
become extremely popular with students from certain European countries (not
Spain) who collect to sell.
Culcita is a beautiful fern when seen in its natural habitat ; the lamina is
yellowish-green and shiny, and the whole frond may be over two metres tall. The
light reddish-brown sori are usually confined to the upper half or third of a lamina
and are so heavy and produced in such abundance that they weigh the frond-tips
down.
Cyclosorus dentatus (Forsk.) Ching. In Flora Europaea7 the distribution of this
fern does not include continental Europe, being recorded only on the islands of the
A�ores.
I found it in Spain however, in 1 968 in the Los Barrios district of the Cadiz
province8• It was with great surprise that I saw it and recognised it as a Cyclosorus,
for it was so like C. subpubescens which I had seen often enough in Singapore.
The Spanish plants grow in a somewhat similar habitat also, for Holttum9 says
of it . . " . . grows in slightly sheltered places, not in pri mitive forest and not in full
sun . . .
For a while I doubted its native status as I had found only one patch, but
Alston10 says of the west African plants, that they are often by streams in secondary
growth which describes exactly the habitat of the Spani h specimens. Since then I
have found that it i locally common on the edges of a flat sluggish stream under
Alders and Rhamnus alaternus and effectively screened by brambles and which
makes some sort of barrier against damage from goats.
There seems to be no reason to suppose that C. dentatus has been introduced ;
it is not cultivated here to the best of my knowledge, and seems to be in a sufficiently
remote area to be growing naturally. Thus it represents a new genus for the
European mainland.
"

B. MOLESWORTH-ALLEN

Los Barrios, Spain.

1 964. In Flora Europaea 1 : 1 4.
1 969. Bot. R. Soc. Espafiola Hist. Nat. (Bioi.) 67: 75.
R . E. 1 966. Ferns of Malaya (ed. 2) : 274.
H. o. 1 959. Fems audfem allfes of W. Tropical Africa : 6 1 . London.

7JERMY, A. c.

8MOLESWORTFI-ALLEN, B.
0HOLITUM,
10ALSTON A.

A NOTE ON

POL YSTICHUM BRA UNII

VAR.

KAMTSCHA TICUM

Th.i fern was col lected by E. Hulten from several localities in south Kamtchatka
during his expedition of l 920-22, and was described as a variety of P. braunii by
Christen en in Hulten ( 1 927).1 What from the description, appears to be Ute same
1HULTEN, E. 1927. Flora of Kamtchatka and the adjacent islands, I.
Hand/. s.3, 5 (1) : 38-39 & t. 2.

K. svenska Vetensk-Akad.
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plant, was described as P. braunii var. subsessi/e by Komarov2 in his Flora of the
Kamtchatka peninsula, published in the same year. Three years later Fomin3
raised Christensen's taxon to specific rank, quoting P. braunii var. subsessile Kom.
as a synonym.
In Japan it has been generally accepted for some time that P. braunii var.
kamtschaticum was most probably identical with P. microchlamys (Christ) Matsum.,
a quite different species of Polystichum found in northern Japan, although, as far
as I know, a detailed comparison of the type material of each taxon has never been
made. Professor Nakai was certainly of the opinion that the Kamtschatkan plant,
judging from the description and photograph given in Hulten's Flora of Kam
tchatka, seemed to correspond exactly to the Japanese P. microchlamys, and his
judgement is accepted and quoted by Miyabe and Kudo4• Other Japanese authors
(lto5, Namegata & Kurata6, OhwF, Sugimoto8, Tagawa9 and Takeda)10 have
followed this decision, and all include Kamtchatka as within the known distri
butional range of P. microchlamys. It is interesting to note that, in the latest
(English) edition of Komarov's Flora of the U.S.S.R., 11 P. braunii var. kamtsch
aticum has been reduced to a synonym of P. microchlamys.
This species was first described, under the name of Aspidium microchlamys,
by H. Christ,12 from a collection of Faurie's from Iidesan, Japan, and was sub
sequently transferred to the genus Polystichum by Matsumura13 in 1 904. Some
slight confusion over the correct authority has arisen because Kodama14 made the
same combination again in 1 9 1 5, the earlier publication of Matsumura apparently
being overlooked. Excellent illustrations of P. microchlamys are to be found in
Matsumura15 and in Ogata.16
Apart from P. braunii, the only other taxon which appears to have been
confused with P. microchlamys is Polystichum bakerianum (Atkins.) Diels. Christ
ensen1 7 equated Christ's Aspidium microchlamys with Polystichum bakerianum, and
this opinion has given rise to some confusion in the literature. I have examined the
illustration of P. bakerianum given by Hooker, 18 and it is my opinion that this
taxon is a totally different plant not closely related to P. microchlamys. Christensen
appears to have come to the same conclusion, for in Supplement 3 of the Index
1 927. Flora peninsulae Kamtschatka: 64. Leningrad.
1930. Flora Sibiriae et orientis extremi 5 : 94. Leningrad.
4MIYABE, K. & KUDO, Y. 1930. Flora of Hokkaido and Saghalien, I. J. Fac. Agric. Hokkaido imp.
Univ. 26: 23.
6ITO, H . 1944. Fil. Jap. Illustr. 300. Tokyo.
6NAMEGATA, T. & KURATA, s. 1961 . An Enumeration of the Japanese Pteridophytes. In Namegata
T. Collection and Cultivation of our Ferns and Fern-allies : 3 1 3 . Tokyo.
'oHWI, J. 1965. Flora of Japan (English ed.) Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
•suGIMOTO, J. 1 966. Keys to Herbaceous Plants of Japan. 3. Pteridophyta. Osaka. (in Japanese).
9TAGAWA, M. 1959. Coloured Illustrations of the Japanese Pteridophyta : 83, 1 6 1 . t. 61
Osaka.
10rAKBDA, H 1965 Alpiue Flortl of Japan in colour, 2 : 67. Osaka.
u.KOMAROV, v. L. (Ed.) 1 968. Flora of t!te U.S.S.R., 1 : 36-39. (English ed.) Israel Program for
Scientific Translation, Jerusalem.
12CHRIST, H. 1 899. Bull. Herb. Boiss. 7 : 820.
13MATSUMURA, J. 1 904. Index Plantarum Japonicarum sive Enumeratio Plantarum Omnium 1: 343.
Tokyo.
14KODAMA, s.
1915. Bot. Mag. Tokyo 29 : 326 (in Japanese).
1 5MATSUMURA, J. (Ed.) 1 9 1 5 . /cones Plantarum Kioshikawenses, 3 : 3, t. 147. Tokyo.
160GATA, M. 1935. /cones Filicarum Japonicarum 6, t. 289.
1 1CHRISTENSEN, c. 1905. Index Filicum. Kobenhavn.
-- 1 934. Ibid. Supplement 3. Kobenbavn.
1 8HOOKE.R, J. o . 1 8 86. Tcones Plantal'llm 17, tab. 1 656, London.
2KOMAROV, v. L.

3FOMIN, A.
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Filicum h e deletes both Japan and A. microchlamys from the entry under P.
bakerianum, and accepts Polystichum microchlamys as a distinct species confined
to Japan.
It is interesting to note that, in spite of the fact that Christensen was aware of
the existence of this Japanese taxon, he does not appear to have realised the close
similarity between it and the plant which he had described from Kamtchatka as
P. braunii var. kamtschaticum.
Recently an opportunity arose for me to compare the type material of P.
braunii var. kamtschaticum (in Herb. BM) with the type material of P. microchlamys
(in Herb. Paris). As had been expected, the two specimens were almost identical,
and there is no doubt at all that they are in fact the same species. In addition to
this, both specimens correspond very closely to fronds of P. microchlamys collected
by myself from various localities in Japan during 1 967-69.
It was also possible to compare material of both P. microchlamys and P.
braunii var. kamtschaticum with specimens of P. braunii from different parts of the
northern hemisphere, including north America, Europe and Japan. P. braunii is
a 'highly distinctive and easily-recognised species which shows remarkably little
variation throughout its range, and it can readily be distinguished from P. micro
chlamys in a number of important respects, as may be seen by reference to the
following Table :
P. microchlamys
P. braunii var. kamtschaticum

P. braunii

1.
2.

Fronds bipinnatipartite.
Pinnae long-tapering, attenuate.

3.

Upper surface o f pinnules glabrous or
nearly so.
Pinnuics only slightly auricled, oblong
lanceolate in shape, acute, coarsely and
sharply toothed .
Pinnules obliquely inserted, semi-adnate
and with a decurrent base. Costa alate
throughout.
Proximal acroscopic pinnule slightly larger
than the rest.

rond ful ly bipinnate.
Pinnae genetally obtuse, bluntly rounded,
not attenuate (although the upper pinnae
may be shortly acuminate).
Upper surface of pinnules clothed with soft
hairs.
Pinnules rhomboid in shape, obtusely
auricled at base, softly aristate.

4.

5.

6.

Pinnules distinctly, although shortly, stalked, inserted at right angle to mid-rib of
pinna.
Proximal acroscopic pinnule not conspicuously longer than the next.

It is thus apparent that the Kamtschatkan material is quite distinct
from P. braunii, and should not, therefore, be regarded as a variety of that species.
P. microchlamys and P. braunii are two particularly interesting ferns, for
although they are clearly two totally distinct species, they show some interesting
parallels in their distribution patterns and ecological preferences. P. microchlamys
seems to have a restricted distribution within a rather limited area of the Far East,
while P. braunii is a circumboreal species of wide distribution in the northern
hemisphere. Both are wood land ferns. P. braunii is nearly always to be found in
shady places in coniferous forests in montane regions, and in Europe it tend to
prefer humus-rich oils and is never very far from running water. In Japan the
distributions of these two species overlap, and they may sometimes be found
growing together. As far as I am aware, typical P. braunii is not known from
Kamtchatka although it could conceivably occur there. In this peninsula P.
microchlamys is said to occur in shady gullies and glades among alder thickets,
although in Japan it appears to be restricted to coniferous forests. It is a very rare
species, and can never be found in great quantity. It usually occurs in company

ANNE S LEEP
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with Polystichum retrosopaleaceum, a widespread and common fern in mountainous
regions throughout Japan, and in the northernmost island of Hokkaido it is often
accompanied by such familiar circum-boreal species as P. braunii, Dryopteris
austriaca, Phegopteris connectilis and Gymnocarpium dryopteris. Hybrids are of
frequent occurrence within the genus Polystichum, and P. microchlamys is no
exception. Hybrids between it and P. retrosopaleaceum are relatively common,
and are conspicuous by their enormous size. It is hoped to make a report on the
cytology of such hybrids in due course.
P. microchlamys shows a northern distribution in Japan, where it occurs
sporadically in coniferous forests in Hokkaido and in Honshu. On the main
island it seems to be restricted to mountainous regions in the north and west, and
it is noteworthy that it is very much more common on the Japan Sea side of
Honshu than it is elsewhere (Kurata 1 9), a phenomenon which is possibly in
fluenced by the high winter precipitation in these areas. Outside Japan this fern is
known only from Kamtchatka and from the island of Shumushu in the northern
Kuriles. Specimens from this island described as Aspidium aculeatum Sw. var.
lobatum Yabe & Yendo20 were thought to be identical with the Kamtschatkan
plants by both Miyabe & Kudo and Hulten, and I have accepted their opinions on
this matter. Unfortunately, it appears that the specimens in question have long
been lost from the herbarium of Tokyo University. It is also possible that speci
mens collected by Stejneger21 (see Fedtschenko22) from Copper Island in the
Commander group (off the eastern coast of Kamtchatka), and identified by Gray
as Aspidium aculeatum, may possibly be referred to P. microchlamys.
Although not so far recorded, it seems to me very likely that P. microchlamys
will also be found on the island of Sakhalin. Sugawara23 lists only three species of
Polystichum as occurring on the island : P. lonchitis, P. tripteron and P. braunii.
However, it is most interesting to note that in this work the frond illustrating P.
braunii is almost certainly not that species, but is P. microchlamys ! It is therefore
to be hoped that a specimen of P. microchlamys from Sakhalin may yet turn up in
some neglected herbarium.
Botany Dept., Leeds University.
1 9 KURATA .

ANNE SLEEP

1964, Sci. Rep. Yokosuka Cy Mus. 10 : 17-41 .
K . 1 904. Bot. Mag. Tokyo 18 : 1 67. (in Japanese).
21STEJNEGER. L.
1 885. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 7 : 529.
22FEDTSCHENKO, B. 1906. Flore des fles du Commandeur: 127. Cracov.
2 3SUGAWARA, s.
1937. Illustrated Flora of Saghalien 1 : 39-43. t. 1 9-2 1 .

20YABE, Y.

s.

& YENDO,

THREE PTERIDOPHYTES NEW TO THE CANARY ISLANDS

The Canary Islands lie four and a half degrees north of the tropic of Cancer
and from sixty to two hundred miles off the coast of West Africa. This archipelago
of seven main, high and very rugged, islands of volcanic origin harbours a flora and
fauna of considerable biological interest. In relation to their small landmass, the
flora is a rich one : more than 1,500 species of vascular plants are listed by Lems, 1
including about 40 pteridophytes. Most years a few species of flowering plants
are added to the list as botanical exploration reveals them, and here, a further three
species of pteridophytes are added to the Canary Islands flora. These records
1LEMS, K .

1960. Sarracenia 5 : 1 -94.
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were made in the field by the author o n two Newcastle University expeditions in
1 963 and 1 964 to the three more remote western islands of the Canaries group,
namely La Palma, Hierro, and Gomera.
1. Selaginella selagi11oides (L.) Link. A few shoots only amongst an abundant
growth of moss species in a deep, damp fissure in the lava rock of a steep north
facing cliffside below the peak of Malpaso and above the Valverde-Sahinosa road,
El Golfo, H ierro, ea. 1 200 m, J uly 1964. T. J. Bines and C. N. Page No. C49 1 .
Specimen in hb . BM.
The plant is similar to the European S. selaginoides in size and habit, but has
rather well-differentiated cones containing, in the shoots collected, only megas
porangia. No opportunity of establi sh ing its chromosome number has yet occurred
and live material of the plant is now greatly to be desired.
H ierro, the most southerly and westerly island of the Canaries group (!at.
27 2 oN), represents an extremely outlying stat ion for tllis sp ecies. S. se/aginoides is
unknown from any of the other Canary Islands and is unrecorded for the Cape
Verde Islands, Madeira, or t he A�ores-arch ipe l agos witl1 which the ftora of t he
Canary Islands has much in common. t is a species of circu mboreal d istribution
generally confined to mountains and high latitudes of Europe, Asia, and America,
and its nea rest station to the Cana ry Islands is north Spain, 1 , 300 miles (2 1 00 km)
d istant . The only other taxonomically related plant is Selaginella dejlexa Bracken
ridge, which is an endemic of the Hawaiian archipelago and on a more nearly
similar lat itude to that of the Canary Islands.

So far-distant from its nearest previously known station, the local status of

this pl ant may wel l be called into question but t he improbability of its having been
brought to the islands with any domestic or horticultural p urpose in m ind, or
introduced accidentally into this remote locality, strongly suggests that S. selag
inoides is native to the Cana ri es flora. There are also smaU morph ol o gical dif

ferences between it and its European counterpart suggesting that this colony has
been separate for some time.
2. Dryopteris pseudomas (Woll.)
Ilex forest on well-dramed banks

Holub and Pouzar. Terrestrial in open Erica
in cloud forest at the head of Barranco Valleher
moso, west · Gomera, ea. 840-870 m, August 1 964. C. N. Page Nos. C3 1 7, C4 1 2,
C4 1 6 and C430. Spores of C41 6 raised in cultivation at Newcast le , prothalli
apogamous, 2n=ca. 82 from root t ips. Specimens of C4 1 6 in hb. B M .
Terrestrial i n thin laurel forest on well-drained slopes, E l Ced ro , central
Gomera ea. 840 m, A ugust 1 964. C. N. Page Nos. C528 and C535. Spores from
both raised in cultivation at Newcastle ; both have apogamous prothall i and gave
2n=ca. 82 from root t ips . Speci me ns of C528 and C535 in hb. BM.
Several dozen plants were seen at each of the two Gomera stations, and at the
former, plants occurred in two separate but nearby patches. AU large plants were
sparsely fertile and formed part of a mixed fern association that included Poly
(Forsk.) Woynar, Diplaziwn caudatwn. (Cav.) Jermy (A thyrium
(A it .) Presl), and Dryopteris oligodon ta (Desv.) Pichi-Sermolli.
D. pseudomas can be distinguished from other Canary Island species of
Dryopteris by having fronds of relatively small size (up to about 60 cm in length)
which are st iff and borne more or less erec t in a crown from an erect rhizome.

sticlmm setiferum
umbrosum

These fronds are once pinnate with the pinnae pinnatifid and have an elliptical

PAGE, C . N .
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outline narrowing gradually towards the base. The stipe is very short ( 1 / 1 2- 1 / 1 0
length of frond) abundantly covered with long golden-brown scales which are
uniform in colour and ascend the rhachis for much of its length.
These Canary Island specimens compare particularly favourably with plants
from Madeira, the nearest previously known locality for D. pseudomas, from
where the var. atlantica has been distinguished by von Tavel .2 They have the
small sori and short stipe which distinguish var. atlantica from the more typical
European form, though the pinnae in my Canary specimens are not so attenuated
as those on some specimens from Madeira.
In addition to Madeira, Dansereau3 indicates the presence of D. pseudomas in
the Cape Verdes (as D. borreri Newm. var. affine (Lowe) Menzes) although I
have not seen specimens from this locality, and Ward4 records the plant from the
A<;ores. Von Tavel gives also "Spain" for var. atlantica which brings the variety
into the category of a Macaronesian-Lusitanian element in the Canary fern flora
alongside such species as Asplenium hemionitis L., Davallia canariensis (L.) Sm.,
Culcita macrocarpa Presl, and others. This discovery of D. pseudomas on Gomera
in two separate localities in a type of forest which is a common habitat on this
island and on neighbouring La Palma and Teneriffe, suggests that further searching
in these areas may yet show it to be more widely distributed in the Canaries. The
isolated location of these plants in two independent and apparently undisturbed
forest areas with other native fern species and remote from habitation gives every
i ndication that D. pseudomas is native to the Canaries flora.
3. Asplenium anceps von Buch. A few plants on outcropping mossy boulders in
laurel forest with a northerly exposure, Barranco del Rio west of Barlovento,
northern La Palma, ea. 900 m, August 1 963. C. N. Page No. C86.
A single plant only in a shaded fissure in a lava cliff face with northerly ex
posure, El Golfo, Hierro, ea. 1 275 m, July 1 964. C. N. Page No. C3 1 5.
A single large plant on an earth bank in laurel forest with Asplenium hemion
itis, Barranco del Cedro, El Cedro, central Gomera, ea. 1 200 m, August 1 964.
C. N. Page No. C509.
Asplenium anceps was reported from the Canary Islands in the early days of
botanical exploration by Bolle, 5 who gave a description of material gathered on
La Palma, which differed from A. trichomanes principally in having a third 'wing' or
'keel' along the length of the rhachis. Possibly because 1mther collections of this
plant from the Canaries have remained largely, if not entirely unknown, and
because large plants of A . trichomanes L. subsp. quadrivalens D. E. Meyer emend.
Lovis can be found in humid pockets in all five western islands of the Canaries,
recognition of A. anceps as a Macaronesian species has not been given by modern
authors on the floras of these islands. Instead, both in the Canaries and in the
other Macaronesian archipelagos the species of the A. trichomanes group have
been generally lumped into a single taxon to which the names A. trichomanes L.
var. majus Mett., or A . trichomanes L. var. anceps (von Buch) Menezes have been
liberally applied. Plants agreeing with the description of A. anceps have been known
recently only from Madeira collected by Manton (J. D. Lovis, personal communi
cation). The above three collections now re-affirm the presence of A. anceps
2VON TAVEL, F. 1937. Verh. der Schweiz. Naturforsch. Ges. 1 1 8 :
3DANSEREAU, P . 1 961. Agronomia Lusitana 23 : 1 51 - 1 8 1 .
•wARD, c . M . 1970. Brit. Fern Gaz. 10: 1 19-126.
6BOLLE, c. 1 866. Zeit. Ges. Edk. Berlin. 1 : 209-238, 273-287.

1 53-1 54.
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as a good species i n U1e fiora of the Canary Islands. A fourth Canary Island
ga t he rin g of this specie s has also recently been found amongst material in her b
.

B . M . collected by R. V. Sherri ng and merely labelled "Teneri ffe, 1 930". A
several other gatherings of Canary Island ferns made by Sherring are recorded to
be from the Las Mercedes forest area of Teneriffe, the specimens of A. anceps may
also be from this locality.
Though apparently very rare, A. anceps s.s. has thus occurred on at least the
four westernmost islands of the Canaries, and still survives in the three stations
discovered by the author. Elsewhere in the Atlantic Islands, its presence on
Madeira has been confirmed, and it may yet be detected on the Ac;ores and perhaps
even in the Cape Verdes. Outside Macaronesia it is unknown, with the exception
of a plant described by Nakai 6"7 as Asplenium anceps v�u. proliferum. If the two are
conspecific, then A. anceps possesses the extremely d isj unct geographical distri
bution of the Canaries, Madeira and the island of Shikoku in southern Japan.
I would like to acknowledge with gratitude the financial help received to
wards the cost of mounting the two expeditions to the Canary Islands from
Newcastle U 11iversity Exploration Council, to the Science Research Council for a
Research Student hip under wl�ich the collections were stuclied, to Dr J. D. Lovis
for determination of the material of A. anceps, and to Dr T. G. Walker, Professor
J. H. Burnett, and Mr A. C. Jermy for their help and encouragement throughout.
Botany Department, University of Newcastle upon Tyne.
6NAKAI,

C. N. PAGE

1 930. Bot. Mag. Tokyo 44 : 7-40.
1933. Bot. Mag. Tokyo 47 : 172.

T.

7NAKAI, T.

POL YSTICHUM HYBRIDS IN BRITAIN

Duri ng the pre p a r ation of an account of the genus Polyslichum for the forthcoming
B.S. B . J . p u b l icati o n on H ybridi sa ti o n in the Briti s h Flora (Ed. Stace), I became

i •�te Tes ted in the distributi o n of the hybri.d Polystichum x bicknellii (Chri t) Hahne
( =P. setiferwn x P. aculeatum). A st11dy of specimen of both parents in. various
herbaria yie l ded at lea l twenty hit he rto ·undetected hybrids, and the available
evidence suggests that P. x bicknelfii m ay be more widely di tributed i n Britain
than had previou ly been th o u g ht to be the cas e . [t would be a great h e lp if anyone
interested could look o u t for t h i s fern in the field, so t h a t its exact distribution can
be mapped. Herbarium specimens (which must bear ripe sporangia) should be
sent to : Dr Anne Sleep, cfo Department of Botany British Museum (Natural
·

History), Cromwell Road, South Kensington, London, S.W.7.
The hybrid P. x biclwellii i very difficult to recognise, for the two parent
species are themsel ves extremely variable. Tt ha t herefore been t hought helpfu l
to l ist here some of t he more useful characters for d istinguis h i ng betwee n. P.
aculeatum and P. setiferum.
P. setiferum
1.

Fronds fully bipinnate.

2.

Frond generally oft in textw·e,
preading, not markedly narrowed
towards the base.

P. aculeatum

Fronds variable, pinnatifid to 2pinnate.
Fronds t i ff and shiny, narrow,
usually mark edly contracted towards
the base.

ANNE S LEEP
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Basal pinnae pinnate, long and
spreading, usually only a little smaller
than the pinnae in the middle part of
the frond, and sometimes forwardly
projecting.

Basal pinnae pinnatifid, 2 to 3
times smaller than the pinnae in the
middle part of the frond.

4. Pinnules stalked, squarish in shape

Even when fully bipinnate, the pin
nules tend to be adnate and not
distinctly stalked. Pinnules acute,
narrow and obliquely inserted ; angle
at pinnule base acute and not
obtuse.

and with a distinct auricle ; angle at
pinnule base 90 deg. or more.

5. Spores small (average 30.5(.Lm), pale
yellow in colour, with winged
perispore. Not papillate.

Spores dark brown in colour, papillate, markedly larger than those of
P. setiferum (average 41 · 3,um).

As expected, the hybrid P. x bicknellii is intermediate in most of the characters
described above, although a complete range of morphological variation is possible,
and hybrid plants may sometimes be mistaken for either one or the other of the
parent species. The fronds are usually bipinntae, resembling the setiferum parent,
although the pinnules may be either adnate or stalked (when stalked, the angle at
the base of the pinnule is acute and not obtuse). Typically, the frond is narrower
than in P. setiferum, and is usually contracted towards the base as in P. aculeatum.
The spores are abortive, and, providing a microscope is available, quick scrutiny
of the contents of the sporangia is the best single method of identifying this hybrid.
P. x bicknellii is likely to occur wherever the parents grow together. In spite
of the fact that P. setiferum is more common on humus-rich soils in woods and
shady hedgebanks in the south and west, while P. aculeatum seems to prefer light
soils and rocky habitats further north, their ecological ranges do overlap and they
may be found growing together in many parts of the British Isles. Likely places
to search for these two species are disused quarries, steep ravines and wooded
river valleys.
There is one other Polystichum hybrid which could conceivably be found in
Britain, and that is P. x illyricum (Borbas) Hahne (P. lonchitis x P. aculeatum).
This is a widespread and common fern on the continent, and it could perhaps be
found in Scotland, in places where P. lonchitis is more abundant and may occur
together with P. aculeatum.
University of Leeds

ANNE SLEEP

A NEW HYBRID FERN FROM THE CHANNEL ISLANDS

During the recnt excursion of the British Pteridological Society to Guernsey, we
were fortunate enough to discover several plants of a hitherto undescribed hybrid
within the genus Asplenium. The first hybrid was discovered by myself, growing
in a sheltered, ivy-covered hedgebank close to the reservoir, and subsequently
several other plants were found in similar habitats in other parts of the island. In
all cases the hybrids were found in places where both Asplenium billotii and A .
adiantum-nigrum were growing i n abundance (no other Aspleniums being present),
and, since these hybrids are clearly intermediate between these two species, there
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seems little doubt that they represent a cross between Asplenium billotii and A .
adiantum-nigrum. Spores from five different stocks were exam.i ned, and all were
un i formly abortive. M aterial of this hybrid is now in cultivation at Leeds, and it
is hoped to present a report on the cytology of this most interesting plant in a
subsequent communication.
Asplenium

x

sarniense Sleep, hybr. nov. (Asplenium billotii F. W. Schultz
L.)

x

A.

adiantum-nigrum

Planta hybrida, media. inter pareute . S i m i l is A. adianti-nigri et (i) frondibus
tdangula,ribu , bi- vel tri-pinnati
co n sp icu a pi lmas basales haben t ibus et ( i i)
pinnis petiolati , deltatis, par proximale pimmlarum magnum, valde evolutum,
saepe pinnatum habentibus. Ab hac specie distinguitur characteribus pinnulanun
quae sunt et distincte, quamvis breviter petiolatae eti.am ad extremitatem pinnae
distalem et ovalcs habentes apices obtuse rotundos cu m dentibus bxevibus mucron

atis. Sporae abortivae.
Holotype : Gue rnsey, Channel Islands : lane near St. Peter's Church Les Pres, St.
Peter-in-the-Wood. Growing in rich, sandy loam in tall hedgebank by roadside,
together with both parents and Hedera helix L. (dom.), Umbilicus rupestris
(Salisb.) Dandy (a), Brachypodium sylvaticum (Huds.) Beauv. (c), Herac/eum
sphondylium L. Teucrium scorodonia L. AJtd Rubus sp. (o). Alt. c. 45 m .
Legit : B . M ak.iJl & Am1e Sleep, 23.4. 7 L Plant cul t i vated i n Leeds under number
AS/ 1 1 02. Two fronds (AS/1 1 02) dep o sit ed in the herbarium of the British M useum

(Natural Hi tory). I otypes bearing the ame numbe1· and date w i l l be deposHed
i n the fol l owing herbaria : Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (K) the Botanic

Garden and Museum, Berlin-Dahlem (B), the University of Leeds (LDS), and the
herbarium of the Societe Guernesiaise at St Peter Port (STP).
Hybrid plant, generally intermediate between the parents, although easily
overlooked as a state of A. adian tum-n igrum . Fronds 1 2-38 cm long (average c.
30 cm), 5-1 5 c m broad (average 8 cm). Rhizome short erect, clothed with numerous
f il iform, pa.le brown scales. Petiole generally 1 /3 to 1 /2 the length of the blade
the underside dark brown in colour, the upper either bro wn or g reen. Rhachis

rather variable in colour, the upper side usually green and the underside frequently
dark brown below, the dark colouration extending from the petiole base to the
2nd or even 6tll pair of pinnae. Fronds usually dark green i n colour, bipinnate to
t r ipi n n at i fid narrowly triangular i n hape (someti mes deltoid), with the basal
pair of pinnae the largest. Pinnae triangular in outline, very hortly stal ked,
pinnate to bipinnatifid, preading and ometime even reflexed ; tip shortly acumin
ate and bearing ro1.mded, mucronate teeth. Proxi mal pairs of pinnules l arge, very
prominent, and again subdi vided witl1 the p ro x i ma l basiscopic p.innule al most
equal ling the proximal acrosoopic pinnule i n size and development. Basal pinnae
conspicuous, even i n poor spec imen s with the proxi mal pair o f p innules large and
someti mes almost fu l ly p i n nate. Pinnules distinctly stalked, not adnate, oval to
obovate i n shape and ometimes rather rounded, not oblong or linear; m arg in
h'regularly toothed, teetl1 short and rather fat mucronate.
Tip of pinnules
hort, mucronate teetl1. Sori produced in great
quantity, reddish-brown in colour, rather short, median in position. Spores
abortive.
This new hybri d may, at a glance, be very easily confused with A . adiantum
nigrum, for the two plants have many gross features in common. Both have
obtusely rounded and bearing
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bipinnate to tripinnatifid fronds which are triangular in shape and in both the basal
pinnae are conspicuous and well-developed. Another striking characteristic which
they have in common is the triangular pinnae in which the proximal pinnules are
large and subdivided, with the proximal basiscopic pinnule almost equalling the
proximal acroscopic pinnule in size and development. This feature is entirely
lacking from A . billotii. In this particular hybrid it is the ultimate divisions of the
frond that show the influence of A. billotii, and the pinnules in the middle third of
the frond should be examined carefully. These pinnules are rather crowded, some
times overlapping, and, even towards the distal end of the pinna, are distinctly,
although shortly, stalked. They are oval in shape, rounded at the tips and bear
short, mucronate teeth. In A. adiantum-nigrum only the proximal pinnules are
stalked, the distal ones being adnate to subsessile, obliquely inserted, and acute.
The pinnules of this species are narrow, oblong in shape, never oval or lobed, and
are distinctly longer than broad. The tips are usually pointed, and bear 3-5 tiny,
very sharp, teeth.
In only two days, some ten different plants of this new hybrid were discovered,
and it may turn out to be a plant of relatively common occurrence on Guernsey.
At a glance, it is certainly easily mistaken for a state of A. adiantum-nigrum, and
this possibly accounts for the fact that it has remained undetected until now. To
date, this hybrid is known from only three localities on Guernsey, two from
St. Peter-in-the-Wood (Les Pres, two plants : AS/1 102, Type, and AS/ I IOI, leg.
H. Gabe, 23.4.71, and one specimen, s.n., north of Rue des Clercs, leg. D. Mc
Clintock & P. J. Girard, 25.4.71) and one from St. Saviour's (Reservoir, two
plants : AS/I I OO, hedgebank near reservoir, leg. Anne Sleep, 22.4.71, and AS/I I04,
leg. B. Makin, 23.4.71). However, it is almost certain to occur elsewhere on the
island, and it would be profitable to make a careful search in any of the hedgebanks
where both A. billotii and A . adiantum-nigrum are growing together.
University of Leeds

ANNE SLEEP

SPORE MORPHOLOGY OF THE
CYSTOPTERIS FRA GILIS COMPLEX

A considerable amount has been written on the distribution of the two spore
types, echinate and rugose, hitherto described in the Cystopteris fragilis complex. 1
CRABBE, in Flora Europaea I : 1 9 (1964) uses the spore morphology solely, to dis
tinguish between C. .fragilis L. and C. dickieana Sim (with C. baenitzii Dorfl.).
During the summer of 1 970 whilst holding a vacation studentship at the British
Museum (Natural History), the junior author has had the opportunity to study
the spores of a large number of specimens, from Britain and Europe generally,
with the scanning electron microscope.
Specimens with echinate spores showed variation in breadth and length of
spine ; the walls forming the spines are very fragile and broken hollow spines are
often seen. Tetraploid, hexaploid and octoploid cytotypes show spores of differ
ent sizes as reported by BLASDELL 2 (ranges : 32 . 42, 38 . 48, 43 . 53,um respectively),
ALSTON, A. H. G. 1 95 1 , Am. Fern J. 41 : 76-78 ; HAGENAH, D. 1961 . Rhodora 63 : 1 8 1-193 ;
LARSEN, K. 1 952. Bot. Tiddskr. 49: 39-44 ; WAGNER, W. H. 1 955. Rhodora 57 : 2 1 9-240 ; WIGGINS,
r. L. 1954.
Am. Fern. J. 44 : 97-108 ; etc.
2 BLASDELL, R. F. 1 963, Mem. Torr. Bot. Club 21 : 1-102.
1
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FIGURES 1-5 : Spore sculpturing in
Cystopteri�· frtl[filis complex. Fig. 1 :
C. jragi/is, Triibsec, Switzerland, Reiclt
steiu 1 716, octoploid. Fig. 2 : C. regia,
Cimolai , f taly, Reic/IS/ein 2776, hexa
ploid. Fig. 3: C. dit-kiemw, Ardrmmur
chan, Cannon & Keudrick 66, ploidy
unknown. Fig. 4 : C. fragilis, Arnclilfe,
Yorkshire,
Gerraus s.u.
tetraploid.
Fig. 5 : C. dickieana, type loca l ity,
Kincardine Dickie s.u., tetrnploid.
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but they also exhibit a difference in density of spines, those of the octoploid being
more numerous and much closer together. The surface of the spines was smooth
or faintly striate. On spore size and ornamentation the majority of British
specimens seen are of the hexaploid or octoploid type.
C. regia Desv., with finely dissected leaves, has spores with short, blunt
spines (Fig. 2) and it is possible that spore ornamentation may help to separate
this taxon. A hexaploid of C. diaphana (Bory) Blasdell ( ? C. sempervirens
T. Moore) from the Canary Islands, has very dense, short spines suggesting that in
this taxon spine density may also be correlated with ploidy.
It is clear that the rugosity exhibited by C. dickieana is an artifact of drying
but a more detailed study of sections of spore wall may show properties of the
intine or sexine which define lines of " support " which will give characteristic
shrinkage patterns. C. baenitzii from Scandinavia always showed a more tightly
folded outer wall than the almost winged or thickly folded C. dickieana from
Kincardine.Three specimens from Scotland were found to have spheroid or ovoid
spores with no wrinkles at all. Closer inspection of the fine surface patterns showed
the granular nature as seen on more typically rugose spores. This granular sur
face was common to dickieana-type spores throughout its range. On one speci
men from Glengarry, V.-C. 88, the few spores available showed an echinate spore
with a granular, rather than smooth surface suggesting a hybrid pattern. Consider
able abortion in the depauperate sporangia supported this hypothesis. The
dickieana-type of spore redefined as that with a granular surface rather than rugose
has now been found from Kincardine through Forfar and Pitlochry to Glen Loy
and Ardnamurchan in Westerness. More specimens of Cystopteris throughout
its range would be welcomed.
We must thank Professor T. Reichstein and Dr G. Vida for supplying cytol
ogically controlled material, and Miss Roberta Young for the illustrations.
=

British Museum (Natural History)

A. C. JERMY & LINDA HARPER

REVIEW
THE FLORA OF MONMO UTHSHIRE by A. E. Wade. 236pp. 2 plates. National
Museum of Wales, Cardiff, 1970. Price £2.25
This is a first-rate county flora of the traditional type of an area favoured by fern
lovers where future excursions may prove fruitful. Obviously the bulk of the work
is given over to records of the 1 , 1 37 phanerogams but the Introductory chapters on
botanical history, biogeography and geology are valuable.

Thirty-seven pteridophytes are recorded ; nearly half are rare and should be
conserved . It is surprising that Asplenium trichomanes subsp. trichomanes is un
recorded. Osmunda regalis and Thelypteris palustris are apparently extinct or
becoming so. A recent B.P.S. record, and therefore not included, is Polypodium
X shivasiae Rothm. (the hybrid between P. australe and interjectum) (J. W. Dyce,
October 1970, near Tintern Abbey ; BM & NMW). The observant botanist should
look out for Lycopodium se/ago, Equisetum sylvaticum, Asplenium marinum and
A . viride and report their occurrence to the National Museum, Cardiff.
A. C. JERMY
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REVIEW
M. C. Taylor.
each (97) species with line-drawing and map. University of Toronto Press.
1 970. Price $ 1 5.00.
It is a l ways pleasing to welcome a new regional fern flora - and espec i all y when
the a u thor writes with the authority of so me forty years o f interest in the subject
behind him. Professor Taylor has not only studied the ferns of his area in the
herbarium but also in the field and his book with its copious illustrations are
aimed as much at the field and experimental worker as at the herbarium taxonomist.
The illustrations are not sometimes as detailed as perhaps they should be, e . g. in
Dryopteris austriaca, Woodsia ilvensis and Gymnocarpium dryopteris. It is possible
that the artist has never seen her drawin gs reprod uced before ; it is difficult to
attain that compromise between scientific recording and artistic presentation.
The text is typographicaJiy very clear a)td attractive to the eye, although some
nu mber ing of the maps and fi g u res would have been useful. I t is po sible to have a
fig ure of one species, an unlabelled map of a second faci ng it and the text of a th i rd
tailing otr the page. The maps are extremely useful and the American di tribution
detailed. In order to show up the intere ting prob le ms a m ore detailed distribution
outside America would have been worthwhile rather than vague terms like 'Eur
asia' which can be misleading.
Profe sor Taylor seems to be unaware of the relative re se a rches jn Europe on
N. American species of A splenium and Polystichum for instance. There could
have been mention of Lov.is's treatment of Asplenium trichomanes ( Nature 203 :
324-325 ; Brit. Fern Gaz. 9 : 1 47 ; 1 964).
Meyer's p utative hybrid between Polystichum braunii a nd P. lonchitis as
rep o rted on p. 1 75 was in fact P. x illyricum (P. aculeatum X lonchitis). The
correct hybrid has since been found and described under the name of P. X meyeri
by Sleep & Reichstein (Bauhi nia 3 : 299-374). Dryopteris assimi/is could also have
been better treated.
The arrangement of pecies is al pha bet ical under first family, then genus ; we
found it very bewildering, a l t hough poss i b l y such arra11gement is useful to some.
PA CIFIC NORTHWEST FERNS AND THEIR ALLIES by T.
247pp,

The Appendices are especially useful a lt ho ugh perhaps Japanese chromosome
counts could have been included. In Appendix II Polypodium J'irginianum and
Adiantum pedatum are not e nde m ic to N. America (although on p. 95 the author
does state the latter grows in NE Asia). P. virgirzianum most certainly occurs in
Japan.
In spite of these e rro rs the book is absorbi ng and extre me ly useful, one which
is indispensable to pteri dol ogi s ts interested in tempe rate fems. For the fern grower
it points to a number of species worthy of cul ti vati on in English ga rdens. To the
systematist it shows the need for team work in studying ci rcumboreal ferns.
I am indebted to Dr Anne Sleep for discussing this book in relation to her
Japanese fern studies.
A. C. JERMY
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THE BPS EXCURSION T O SILVERDALE, LANCS
J. W. DYCE

This year the limestones of the North of England called us once again, to a little
corner on the coast of Morecambe Bay, cut off from the Lakeland mountains on
the north by the estuary of the River Kent. The district looms large in the early
history of the Society, and several well-known fern finds were made here, notably
that magnificent fern Phyllitis scolopendrium ' Crispa Nobilis Bolton' from Warton
Crag. Many of our founder members lived in or near the area and it is worthy of
note that one of the best known, Mr J. M. Barnes, lived adjacent to our hotel in
Arnside, the Inglemere. It is appropriate that our only large specialist fern nursery
in the country today, that of Reginald Kaye, should be here in Silverdale and
during the week it became very much our second centre where we enjoyed many a
refreshing cup of tea in the hospitable home of the Kayes. With him as our leader,
Reg Kaye's knowledge of the area assured us of finding the best ferny places, and
during a meeting on the Saturday evening of our arrival he mapped out his plans
for the week most of which was to be spent on the limestones, chiefly on the over
grown limestone pavements which abound in the area, in marked contrast to the
bare pavements in the Craven district further east. A total of 20 members and 2
visitors attended for all or part of the week, 29 August-5 September 1 970. *
On Sunday morning Eaves Wood, a National Trust property, was visited.
This wood is typical of the region, the trees growing from the crevices of the
pavement which in some places was uncovered, in others overgrown by dwarf
vegetation among the trees and quite impenetrable. A common tree was the Yew,
Taxus baccata. Ferns abounded except in the places of dense shade, although
even there the ubiquitous Phyllitis scolopendrium seemed to be quite happy. This
fern is the one we associate most with the whole locality, and it provided us with a
variety of forms, narrow, wide, undulate, large and small, but in spite of their
abundance very few outside their normal range of variation and worth collecting.
With thoughts of 'Crispums' in our minds we hunted assiduously wherever we
went during the week, but it seemed that Reg Kaye and the hunters of old had done
their job only too well and left us nothing ! Only 10 species were recorded from
Eaves Wood, the common one being P. scolopendrium. The only two Spleenworts
were Asplenium ruta-muraria and A. trichomanes, Dryopteris was represented by
D. austriaca, D. jilix-mas and D. pseudomas, and we saw both Polypodium inter
jectum and P. vulgare sensu stricto, Pteridium aquilinum and quite a lot of Poly
stichum aculeatum. Outside the wood on a nearby railway bridge Cystopteris
fragi!is was growing vigorously, re-establishing a pre- 1930 record for the district.
For the variety hunters our entry into the wood seemed propitious, for a good
crested specimen of both D. jilix-mas and P. scolopendrium were quickly found, but
alas ! the promise of those finds was not upheld. Mr Kaye has in the past found
Ceterach officinarum on a wall at the edge of the wood but we did not see it.
At mid-day we were joined by Mrs Jones Parry, the plant recorder for the
*Members-Miss M. E. Butterfield, H. J. Bruty, Mrs M. L. Castellan, J. K. Cramp, J. W. Dyce,
A. Finch, G. Gilbert, F. Jackson, Mrs M. Kaye, R. Kaye, Miss M. M. Kingston, B. Makin,
J. W. Merryweather, Miss T. J. Moore, Mrs M. T. Petch, S. R. Piggin, H. L. Scho\lick, Mrs M.
W. Schollick, A. J. Worland and M. R. Worland. Visitors-Miss W. Baines and S. Hill.
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district, and i n the afternoon she led u s t o Hawes Water, a very still stretch of
water closed in by scrub making it rather inaccessible, and noted for an absence of
bird-life due, we were told, to a scarcity of animal life in the water making very
little feeding available for them. Ferns were also scarce, only 7 species and 2
horsetails, Equisetum arvense and E. palustre, being seen. To the ferns recorded
d uri ng the morning we were able to add A thyrium fifix-femina, growi ng very
sparingly. We d id not linger long at Hawes Water and moved on to Throwbarrow
Quarry, a mile or so d ista11t on the high gro und to the south. Ferns were plentiful
again although only 9 speci es were noted, including most of those already seen
with the addition of a few pl ants of Polystichum setiferum . The quarry is a large
one, very old, and geologically most interesting with perpendicular faulti,ng re
sulting i n smooth completely flat upright rock walls in \Vhich are embedded in
nu merable fossils. Outside and along its western r i m is a long deep ravine, over
hung with trees and fu ll of ferns, again chiefly P. sco/opendrium. It is interesting to
note tha t this ravine was excavated by the local inhabitants to hide their cattle in

the old days of the cattle raids into Eng land by the Border Scots, and an admirable
hiding p l ace it must have been, even though it was the Scot in our party (myself)
who stumbled upon it and explored it !
On Monday we spent the day on Warton Crag hoping that its past reputation
be upheld. It was a happy hunting ground for the early fern men, and it was
in the e arl y years of the present century that it presented them with the fr:i lled

would

Hartstongue Crispa
obiJ is Bolton' which I have already mentioned. In the
morning we approached the Crag from the ea t side and climbed to the top through
woodland, bracken moor and l i mestone p a ve ment in some places overgrown by

trees and shrubs. The Hartstongue predominated in the pavement crevices or
grikes and was the fern which attracted us most but nothi ng exceptional was seen.
In all, 1 5 fern species were noted including A. ruta-muraria, A. trichomanes,
Cystopteris fragilis, Polypodium inte1jeclum, P. vu1gare, and the more u nconunon
Gymnocarpium robertianum., Dryopteris vi/larii and Ophioglossum vulgatum. We
also recorded. A. filix-femina, D. austriaca, D. filix-ma , D. pseudomas and P.
aculeatum. The D. vi!larii and G. roberlianum were only smaiJ colonies i n the
grikes on the highest part of the Crag, and 0. vulgatum a few plants o n ly among
the grass in some open woodland a l ittle lower down. In the afternoon we travelled
round to the west side and agai n penetrated towards the high ground but d id not
add any more species to the morni ng's list. Most of us spent a long time in an
extensive forest of Yew trees on pavement where the P. scolopendrium provided
.interesting hunting, but aga in it was all quite normal. However, in such a large
area a day's hunting can only cover a small part of the ground, so Warton Crag is

still very probably secreting some good fern varieties.
In the same kind of country but further to the north beyond the Kent Estuary
and approaching the Lake District, we explored Whitbarrow on the Tuesday.
This was also a well-known hunting ground in the past and many good varieties
have originated there. We cli mbed it on the east side by a rough track leading to
the top from Rawsous Farm and we were able to take up some of the cars which
saved time for a longer l)eriod of search on the und ulating top at an altitude of
500/600 feet with woodland, grass slopes and l i mestone pavement and scars. It was
exposed terrain, as we found when hea vy rain descended and drove us to shelter.
One of our first finds was a heavily crested Lady Fem which, l i ke our early vari ety
finds in Eaves Wood, seemed a promising sign which again came to n ought . Fern
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species were numerous
20 in all - and the limestone ones were common,
A. ruta-muraria, A. trichomanes and A. viride being noted, as well as C. officinarum,
C. fragilis, P. scolopendrium and some Polypodies which we were unable to deter
mine exactly. On the slopes in outcrops of limestone D. villarii and G. robertianum
flourished, with P. aculeatum in the deeper grikes, in shady places some drifts of
Phegopteris connectilis were noted, and in the open grassland where the lime must
have been leached away B/echnum spicant grew, as well as Oreopteris limbosperma
and Pteridium aquilinum. Among the bushes and trees and in the open Athyrium
ji/ix-femina was fairly widespread, along with Dryopteris assimilis, D. austriaca,
D. filix-mas and D. pseudomas. We even found some D. carthusiana.
The top of Whitbarrow is extensive and we could cover only a small part of
the ground, but so attractive was it that we returned again on the Friday, this time
on the north side, using the network of tracks to get the cars up to an old quarry,
well up into our hunting ground. The quarry was an excellent habitat for several
ferns. A . ruta-muraria, A . trichomanes, C. officinarum, C. fragilis, D. villarii, G.
robertianum, P. sco/opendrium, P. interjectum and P. vulgare. This part of Whit
barrow is well wooded over large areas with some stretches of open moorland
covered with P. aquilinum and some 0. limbosperma. In the woods A . jilix-femina,
D. austriaca, D. jilix-mas and D. pseudomas grew extensively and two colonies of
0. vulgatum were found. In the many limestone outcrops all the limestone ferns
were common with P. aculeatum flourishing in the grikes, and on the higher parts
A. viride was plentiful. We recorded 1 8 species from this northern part of Whit
barrow, and a feature of the locality was the abundance of C. officinarum in all the
patches of broken limestone. We also noted some tall-growing D. villarii and a few
plants were collected for study purposes.
To return to our first Whitbarrow visit on Tuesday, we descended from the
top after lunch and travelled round to the east side by Witherslack Hall. Here
below Whitbarrow Scar there is extensive private woodland in which we had
permission to hunt, as well as in the Hall grounds with a lake round which several
large colonies of Matteucia struthiopteris grew in boggy ground. We would have
expected to find D. carthusiana here, but did not, although we found it later in the
afternoon in the woods which were damp and fostered the growth of the larger
ferns A . filix-femina, D. austriaca, D. jilix-mas and P. aquilinum, also B. spicant and
P. sco/opendrium with some Phegopteris connectilis, and in the more open parts
Oreopteris limbosperma. On walls near the farm buildings A. trichomanes, C.
officinarum, C. jragilis and P. vulgare grew, and on a slope nearby were a few plants
of P. aculeatum. One horsetail, E. arvense, was also seen. Close to some of the
old disused buildings, a plant ot a good P. acu/eatum 'Acutilobum' was found,
obviously a garden throw-out, and not far away a Hartstongue with wide lacerated
fronds suggestive of the variety 'Fimbriata' was collected. A good P. vulgare
'Semilacerum' was also found and collected.
For the benefit of members who were unacquainted with the extensive lime
stone pavement on Hutton Roof Crags and its rich fern flora we planned a visit
there on the Wednesday. Starting off in pouring rain in the hope, which did not
materialise, that the weather would clear, we found conditions on the high exposed
pavement most unpleasant and heavy driving rain soon compelled us to retreat.
We dried off somewhat in a village inn during lunch and in the afternoon drove
west again, to the Roudsea Wood Nature Reserve a few miles beyond Grange
over-Sands. Although still showery it was sheltered here, and with the warden,
-
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M r Carr, we made an extensive tour o f this wet woodland which is full of fems, 1 8
species but only one horsetail, E. arvense, being recorded. On our previous visit
several years ago there was only one plant of Osmunda regalis in the Reserve, but
since then a second plant has established itself on the side of one of the drainage
ditches, much to the satisfaction of Mr Carr who hopes the fern will continue to
spread. One of the most common ferns is D. carthusiana, and where we had pre
viously recorded many plants in the D. austriaca X carthusiana complex, we were
now able to confirm that many of them are in fact D. assimilis. Most of the ferns
are the large woodland kinds A filix-femina, D. austriaca, D. filix-mas and D.
pseudomas, with some B. spicant, 0. limbosperma and P. acu/eatum, and of course,
P. aqui/inum in abundance. In a few places we noted some A. ruta-muraria, A.
trichomanes, P. scolopendrium, P. vulgare and P. connectilis, but one of the chief
fern attractions of the Reserve is the small open area in which Botrychium lunaria
and 0. vulgatum grow happily.
So far we had overlooked our "home" ground around Silverdale, and this was
remedied on Thursday. We started the day in Burtons Wood at Bottoms where
some years ago Mr Kaye found a good P. setiferum 'Manica Infantis'. Most of the
wood is overgrown limestone pavement and provided a morning of very interesting
hunting during which 1 2 species were recorded. Our search commenced with the
finding of several crested Male Ferns thrown out from some garden, but among
them was the very fine variety 'Martindale' which was collected. The wood is on
sloping ground and at the bottom was a wet meadow where among the D. filix-mas
growing in the boundary hedge some indifferently crested plants were seen. Near
here we also found a few plants of 0. vulgatum - Mr Kaye has previously found
B. lunaria in this spot, but this fern was not to be seen while he had not previously
spotted the Ophioglossum ! Inside the wood D. austriaca, D. filix-mas and D.
pseudomas flourished, as well as P. aculeatum and P. setiferum. On drystone walls
we noted A. ruta-muraria, A. trichomanes, P. interjectum and some C. officinarum,
but the dominant fern here, as elsewhere, was P. scolopendrium, filling the grikes
with lush growth. Still in search of good varieties we scoured the wood pretty
thoroughly and one good Hartstongue find was made, a marginate form with
regularly frilled edges.
In the afternoon some of our party joined Mrs Jones Parry to visit the habitat
of some orchids while the rest of us explored some woodland on the coast at
Burrows Farm. Only 9 species were recorded, all the more common ones but none,
not even P. scolopendrium, in abundance. One small patch of crested A . filix
femina was seen but all the plants were poor ones. The poor hunting encouraged
an early finish, the more so since Mr Kaye's nursery was close by and we never
tired of seeing the plants there, particularly the many interesting fern varieties.
Borders are full of them, Lady Ferns, Male Ferns and Polystichums. One is devoted
to Polypodies in great variety, and this year new raised borders have been filled
with a large selection of some of the best of today's fern varieties. On the walls in
the nursery small ferns abound, including some very fine A . trichomanes 'Crist
atum', and many self-sown Hartstongues. One of Mr Kaye's best Hartstongue
varieties, P. scolopendrium 'Kaye's Lacerata' was found as a self-sown seedling
in one of the nursery walls some years ago. In the plunge beds are many hundreds
of young first-rate varieties, some of them entirely new and of great promise.
During the week, the nursery was a lodestone which drew us on many days
when hunting was finished, but perhaps the generous refreshing pots of tea pro-
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vided by Mrs Kaye, which were much appreciated, had something to do with it !
Mr Kaye is an expert plant photographer and an enjoyable evening was spent at
their home when he exhibited colour slides of ferns, lichens and other plants.
On another similar evening at the home of Mrs Jones Parry we were shown some
of her magnificent collection of slides of British plants. We would express our
gratitude to these friends for their hospitality which contributed greatly to the
enjoyment of our week in Silverdale.
In the following list of ferns seen during the week, figures 1 - 1 2 (bold=new
record, * =confirmation of pre- 1 930 record, for the Atlas of the British Flora)
refer to localities :
Asplenium mta-muraria-1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8,9,10,1 1
A. trichomanes- 1 ,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10, 1 1 , 1 2
A. viride---- 1 0, 1 1
Athyrium filix-femina-2,5,6,7,8,9,10, 1 1 , 1 2
Blechnum spicant-9 1 0, 1 2
Botrychium lunaria-9
Cetcracb officinamm- 1 ,3, 10*, 1 1 *,12*
Cystopteris fragilis-4*,7*, JO,U,12
Dryopterls assimilis-9, 10
D.austriaca-2,3,4,5,6, 7,8,9, J 0,1 1,12
D. carthusiana-9,10*,12*
D. filix-mas- 1. ,2,3,415,6, 7,8,9, 1 0,1 1,12
D. pseudomas-2,3 4,6,7,8,9, 10, 1 1
D . villarii-7,1 0,1 1
Equisetum arvense-5,9,12
E. palustre---5
Gymnocarpiwn robe(! ianum-7 ,1 0,1 1
Ophioglossum vuJgatum-3,7,9, 1 1
Oreopteris 1 imbosperma-9, 10,11,12
Osmunda regalis-9
Phegopteris connectilis-9,10,12
Phyllitis scolopendrium-1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 1 1 , 1 2
Polypodium h1terjectum-2,3,4, 7,8, 1 1
P . vulgare---,-4 7,8,9,1 1, 1 2
PoJysticbun1 aculeatum-3,4,5,7,9,10,1 1 , 1 2
P . setiferum-3,6
Pteridium aquilinum-2,3,4,5,6, 7,8,9,10,1 1 , 1 2

V.C. 60 West Lancashire
(O.S. 1 in. map ser. 7 sheet 89)
1 Arnside
2 Burrows Farm Wood
3 Burton Wood
4 Eaves Wood
5 Hawes Water
6 Trowbarrow Quarry
7 Warton Crag, east side
8 Warton Crag, west side
V.C. 69 Westmorland and North Lancashire
(O.S. 1 in. map ser. 7 sheet 89)
9 Roudsea Wood Nature Reserve
10 Whitbarrow, east side
1 1 Whitbarrow, north side
12 Withers1ack Hall

Date
visited
Aug./Sept.
29-5
3
3
30
30
30
31
31
2
1
4
1

National
Grid ref.
34/4578
4573
4675,
4676,
4776
4875,
4972,
4873

4775
4776
4876
4973

3281, 3282, 3381, 3382
4586
4487, 4587
4386
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REVIEWS
FERNS FOR GAR DEN A ND GREENHO USE by Philip Swindells, 86 pages,
1 6 black-and-while half-tone pictures. Dent, London, 25 March 1 97 1 . Price £ 1 .80.

The author is a grower so this is a practical guide based on his own experiences.
The arrangement is pleasing and reali tic : after a11 introduction to fern we are
told about cultivation, propagation and pests a11d disea es ; then the ferns are
presented in habitats - shade, moisture, rock garden cool and warm greenhouse ;
concl uding witl1 li ts of fern societies and fern nurserie a glos ary and an index.
The photographs, 2 by the author and 14 by P. R. Chapman, are nice stud ies.
It is a pity that the title of the book i exactly the a me a that of another book
by A. J. Macself published by Col lingridge iJ1 1952. The dust-jacket clai m to give
expert information on "a ll ' the pecies l i kely to be con idered for cultivation is
unnecessarily optimistic. There is incon i tency in the method of citation of the
plant names ; sometimes it is in polynomial Iatin, sometimes in cultivar form,
sometimes a mixture of both, and sometimes differently between text and index ·
but this question of status, botanical or horticultural, and of interpretation of the
codes of nomenclatme, is something which, fern-wise at leas , is often conf-used
and is in need of straightening out.
Despite these blemi hes, here at a realistic price is an excellent handbook.
J. A. CRABBE

HANDBOOK ON FERNS, Special edition of Plants and Gardens vol.

25 no. I .

Pp. 77, 1 1 6 illusrraNons (59 black-and- n hite 53 coloured 4 /ine-draiVings). Brooklyn
Botanic Garden, New York 1 1 225, 1 969. Price 1 .25.

A lth o ugh this is primarily for North A merican growers, it is nice for the rest of us
to know about some of their native ferns and habitats which we might be very glad
to try to cultivate in ou r own countries. Here i a veritable ntine of information
covering o many aspects of fern growing in the short compass of its 77 pages that
it forms a text-book. We are told how to grow from spores, of tropical and tem
perate S]Jecies, for garden from rockery to land cape, together with descriptions of
splendid natural ferny scenes, and glossar.ie and bibliographies.
I would have preferred to have the trinomials (pp 1 6, 22, 23) accorded botanical
or cultivar rank, "felix" (p 9) i a common mi take for filix, and I think A thyrium
iseanum (pp 39, 46) should be A. niponicum.
But these are very minor points, and this book is altogether a sheer delight

for the fern enthusiast.
J. A. CRABBE

PLANT VA RIA TION AND EVOLUTION by David Briggs and Max Wafters.
256pp. World University Library7 Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1969. Price

£1 .75 (hardback) 90p (paperback)
This little book is such excellent background reading for anyone interested in the
evolution of plants that I would thoroughly recommend it. It is written as a text
book for the student botanist but can be picked up by the amateur botanist who
wil l find in it a wealth of readable information. The hi torical chapters arc par
ticularly good as are those on hybridisation and polyploidy (in which the Poly
podium story is treated fully). The reader is told in the last chapter bow to take the
subject further.
A. C. JERMY
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PERCY GREENFIELD ( 18 80-1 970)
Percy Greenfield, the Society's Grand Old Man, died on 8th December 1 970 at
the age of 90. With him goes our last link with the old fern hunters who founded
the Society and did so much to preserve the fine fern varieties.
Greenfield was the son-in-law of Dr F. W. Stansfield, marrying Elsie, his
eldest daughter in 1914. He could not have had a better mentor than 'the Doctor'
and he profited greatly from the close association, acquiring a vast knowledge of
ferns. But in many ways P.G. was a diffident man and it is to be regretted that he,
like his father-in-law, never committed his knowledge to paper apart from sundry
articles in the Gazette. In the field he was an ideal companion, particularly in the
West Country which he loved, among his favourite ferns the Polystichums. My
great love of these stems from the many happy weeks I have spent with him over
the years in Devon lanes, absorbing his knowledge and getting to know so much
about the finer points of fern variation. He was always happy sharing his know
ledge with others.
P.G. spent his early boyhood in Kent, winning a scholarship to the Mathe
matical School at Rochester. Later, his parents moved to the Isle of Wight where
he completed his education at Newport Grammar School and at the age of 1 5 was
the winner of the Queen's Prize, presented by Queen Victoria to the Dux of the
school. He entered the General Post Office branch of the Civil Service at the age of
1 8 , and when he retired at the age of 60 was Overseer of the U.S.A. and Canadian
Division of the Foreign Section. Senior officers in the Foreign Division of the
facing page 220
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Post Office-in Greenfield's day, very junior officials-still remember him with
affection and respect. He was beloved by his staff, was efficient, quiet and never
lost his temper, he inspired and led and set a wonderful example to young men later
given positions of authority.
As a young man, P.G. did not enjoy robust health but was, nevertheless, a
very keen tennis player. He had a passion for mountains and climbed in the Lake
District, Scotland and in the Alps with two friends until the tragic death of one of
them during one of their Alpine climbs. He climbed Ben Lawers when he was 69
although we now know that he had probably already had a coronary thrombosis
at that time, and in 1 957 at the age of 77 he climbed with me to the top of Ingle
borough, starting frorn the south side of the mountain at Ingleton and not stopping
for a single rest d uri ng the climb. His other great love was music, his knowledge of
its history and theory being enormous, and he was a very fine player of both piano
and organ. His touch on the keyboard was still unimpaired during the last few
years of his life and his interpretation of the works of Mozart and other great
composers was something to be enjoyed. His acute intellect did not neglect the
sciences, of which he had a wide all-round knowledge. Astronomy was a favourite
study and some of his annotated text-books on the subject, now in my possession,
show clearly the deep working of his probing mind.
P.G. joined our Society in 1 920 and for about 50 years was active in its affairs.
He took over the secretaryship after his father-in-law's death in 1 937 until early
1 948 and his work did much to ensure its survival. Until a short time before his
death his interest in its welfare continued unabated. He was awarded the Society's
Stansfield Memorial Medal in 1 95 1 in recognition of his great services and in 1 963
was made an Honorary Member. He was also a Vice-President of the society.
I enjoyed the close friendship of P.G. for more than 20 years and had ample
opportunity to find out the sterling qualities of the man. He passed on to me his
great love of ferns and of the Society, and it is very largely due to his encouragement
and guidance that I have been able to devote myself so whole-heartedly to its service.
His death is a great loss to the Society, and it is with a very deep sense of personal
J. w. DYCE
loss that I mourn his passing.
TOMITARO NAMEGATA
It is with great regret we announce the death on 26 March 1 970 of Mr Name
gata, the Secretary and President of the Nippon Fernist Club. A full notice will
appear in the next issue of the B.P.S. Newsletter.

